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Simultaneous Reactions on a Rotating-Disk Electrode 

Ralph Edward White 

Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
and Department of Chemical Engineering, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 94720 

Abstract 

Multiple reactions at a rotating-disk electrode are modeled 

in this dissertation for two cases. In the first case, the governing 

equations, which do not include the effect of ionic migration but 

do include the radial dependence of the concentrations and potential, 

are used to generate a parameter which characterizes the effect of a 

side reaction on the limiting-current curve of a main reaction. 

Various predicted current-potential curves illustrate the importance 

of this parameter for copper deposition with simultaneous formation of 

dissolved hydrogen at a disk electrode rotating in a copper sulfate 

solution containing sulfuric acid. 

Predicted and measured limiting-current curves for this system 

are compared. In addition, distr~butions of current, potential, 

and surface concentration on the disk indicate that in some cases 

the main reaction can be below its limiting rate at the center of 

the disk while hydrogen gas bubbles may be formed near the edge. 

In the second case, deposition of copper from an aqueous solution 

containing cupric and ferric chloride is modeled. The potential 

distribution and concentration profiles within the diffusion layer 

are predicted for given potential differences between the electrode 

and the solution. 
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A cuprous ion, which is formed by the reduction of the complexed 

cupric ion at the electrode, is stabilized in the chloride solution 

and can react either at the electrode or with ferric species_ within 

the diffusion layer. The assumptions that this homogeneous reaction 

is fast and irreversible generates a reaction plane, whose position 

is shown in the concentration and potential profiles. In addition, 

the position of the reaction plane is plotted as a function of the 

potential difference between the electrode and the adjacent solution. 

Predicted current-potential and current efficiency-potential curves 

are also reported. Finally, the iron contamination of the deposited 

-5 copper-is estimated to be less than 10 atom percent for some cases. 

However, because some of the partial current densities are below 

their limiting values, the analysis is strictly valid only at the 

center of the disk. 

Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. 
Energy Research and Development Administration. 

-· 
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Chapter 1. Copper Deposition from an Aqueous, Acidic 
Copper Sulfate Solution 

Introduction 

1-6 The rotating-disk electrode is a popular experimental tool. 

It has been used, for example, to measure diffusion coefficients, 

investigate metal deposition and organic synthesis, determine bulk 

concentrations of electroactive species, and study corrosion. Multiple 

electrode reactions occur invariably to some extent in all of these 

cases. To help understand better their effect, a model of an 

electrochemical cell consisting of a rotating-disk electrode on which 

multliple reactions can occur, a distant counterelectrode, and a 

reference electrode of a given kind is presented. 

A similar model7 is presented in chapter 2,which includes 

multiple electrode reactions and the effect of ionic migration but 

neglects the nonuniformity of the ohmic potential drop in solution. 

The present model includes this effect but neglects that due to ionic 

migration within the diffusion layer. 

. 8-28 The model is similar to ones presented earl1er. 

Model 

Assumptions 

The following assumptions apply to the model: 

1. There are two types of species: major and minor. The major 

species are the dissociation products of t~e supporting electrolyte; 

all other species are minor. The concentration of supporting electrolyte 

is constant. Minor species are transported according to the theory 

of transport processes in infinitely dilute electrolytic solutions.
22 
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Diffusion coefficients and other physical properties of the solution 

depend only on the bulk composition. 

2. The diffusion potential difference across the diffusion 

layer is negligible. Also, the potential in a separate reference-

•.:-lectr.Jd.:! compart.r:1ent is assumed to be the same as that in the bulk 

solution at the entrance to the connecting capillary tube. 

3. The local current density just outside the diffuse double 

layer on the rotating-disk electrode is the same as that at the outer 

edge of the diffusion layer. 

4. The surfa~e of the disk remains uniformly smooth during 

metal deposition. 

5. Tne systew is isothermal and operated at steady state, so 

that charging currents are negligible. 

S. The Schmidt number of each mi~or specie~ is large. 

Bulk solution 

The potential distribution in the solution outside the diffusion 

layer is governed by Laplace's equation. For the disk geometry, the 

general solution satisfying the condition of an insulating plane 

surrou:~.ding a disk electrode of radius r and remaining finite on 
0 

the axis of the disk, can be expressed as 10,21 

r. 
'I and ~· 

t, 

OJ 

(1-1) 

are rotational elliptic coordinates, natural to the 

disk Beo~etry, nnd are related to cylindrical coordinates r and z 

hy ~he r~l2tionships 

I ... 

t' 

' 
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z = r ~n
o 

6 

(1-2) 

(1-J) 

P2n(n) is the Legendre polynomial of order 2n , and M2n(f,:) is a· 

corresponding Legendre function of imaginary argument10 •29 

normalized in such a way that M2n = 1 at s = 0 • The potential 

distribution in eq~ation 1 also approaches zero as s approaches 

infinity, corresponding to a distant placement of the counterelectrode. 

Diffusion laver 

When the effect of ionic migration is ignored, the concentrations 

of minor species are found to satisfy the equation of convective 

diffusion. For the high values of the Schmidt number v/D1 commonly 

enountered in electrolytic solutions, the velocity profiles can be 

approximated by their forms close to the disk surface, and this equation 

can be solved even though the concentration of a species is not 

constant along the surface. The resulting normal component of the 

flux density at the surface can be expressed as an integral over this 

11,30,31 
variation of the surface concentration: 

N. (r) 
1 

- c. (0) 
1,0 

(1-4) 
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where od is the diffusion-layer thickness, 

(1-5) 

based on the diffusion coefficient DR of the principal reactant, 

the rotation speed n , and the kinemati.c viscosity \) of the fluid. 

Current densities artd multiple reactions 

An electrochemical reaction j can be written abstractly as 

where nj denotes the number of electrons transferred and Mi 

represents species i ' z. 
1 

its charge number, and s .. its 
1] 

(1-6) 

stoichiometric coefficient. Let the rate of each possible reaction 

be represented by the value i. 
J 

of its contribution to the total 

(local) electrode current density iT • 1ben the flux of a 

solution species at the electrode surface is given in the steady 

state by Faraday's law: 

N. (r) 
1 - I 

j 

s .. i. 
1J J 
n F 

_; 
(1-7) 

It has furthermore been assUiiled that the diffusion layer is so 

thin that the total current density can be obtained either from the 

sum of partial current densities for the electrode reactions or from 

the derivative of the potential distribution (equation 1) prevailing 

outside the diffusion layer: 
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:= 2 i. 
j J 

-K _()~~ 
00 Clz 

z=O 

K 
co 

is the conductivity of the bulk solution. 

(l-8) 

The orthogonality 

10 21 
of the Legendre polynomials and the values ' of MZn(O) permit the 

coefficient B in equation 1 to be expressed as an integral over 
n 

the electrode current density iT 

(4n + l)Tir 
[?~ (0)]2 0 
· ~n 2K 

00 

1. 

S niTPZn(n)dn 

0 

(l-9) 

The local curre~t densitj due to reaction j is related to 

the surface overpotential for reaction j and the surface concen-

trations of the species by the -Butler-Volmer equation 

i. 
J 

where 

rr ( 
c i '0 )y ij 

i . f 
OJ,re i ci,ref 

[ (
a . F ) ( a . F )] 

exp ;~ nsj - exp - ~~ nsj , (1-10) 

c. f :1,re 
is a reference concentration, i . £ is a value 

OJ,re 

of the exchange current density for reaction j calculated at the 

composition c . f , and y ;J· 
1, re ... 

is an exponent expressing the composition 

dependence of the exchange current density. 

as 

The surface overpotential nsj for reaction j can be e:~ressed 

v - ¢ 
0 

u. 
J ,o (1-H) 

that is, it is the difference betveen the electrvde potenti.:ll V and 
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the potential <I> (r) . in the solution just outside the diffuse part 
0 

of the double layer, minus the theoretical open-circuit potential 

u j,o for reaction j . Both <I> 
0 

and U. 
J,O 

are measured by a 

reference electrode of a given kind, corrected for any liquid-junction 

potential which might exist between the solution in question and that 

within the reference-electrode compartment (see section 40 of reference 22). 

U. (r) is related to the local solution composition as well as the 
J,O 

nature of the reference electrode. In.the dilute-solution approximation 

used here, activity-coefficient corrections can be ignored. and this 

relationship becomes 

U. 
J,O 

8 u re ~:F i 8 ij ln c~~o) + n::F { 8 i,re ln n:re) ; (H2) 
If. the usual tabulations of standard electrode potentials are used 

for e 
U .. and 

J 

e , 
U , the conce.ntrations in equation 12 must be expressed 
re 

in moles/liter. 

be expressed in 

Alternatively, the pure solvent density Po 

(See Appendix A.) 
3 

kg/em instead of 3 g/cm . 

can 

If we set equal to zero in equation 1, we obtain <I> , the 
0 

potential in the bulk solution extrapolated to the electrode surface 

as if the current distribution was unchanged but there were no· 

concentration variation in the diffusion layer. With the supporting-

electrolyte approximation used here, 

-
<I> in equation 11 is indistinguishable 

0 

from <P because any diffusion potential and any conductivity 
0 

var~ation across the diffusion layer are neglected. 
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Parameters 

It is frequently useful to introduce a dimensionless formulation 

of the prpblem because in this manner it is possible to identify a 

S!llall number of dimensionless parameters which govern a system. These 

~2y specify laws of similitude which show how the system depends on 

size or rotation speed, and in favorable situations it may be possible 

to compute general solutions which apply to a number of different 

checical systems over a range of compositions and temperatures. These 

are very useful for instruction, scale-up, and for drawing general 

conclusions about system behavior. 

However, the reduction in the number of parameters is limited 

for complex systems where there are several relevant species in 

solution and several possible electrode reactions. For example, 

if the potentials, including overpotentials and open-circuit potentials, 

are made dimensionless with RT/F , there re~in as dimensionless 

parameters the transfer coefficients of the electrode reactions. 

Even if one recognizes that cathodic processes with a main reaction 

m are most important and makes the potentials dimensionless with 

RT/a. F em ' 
there remain the ratios of the transfer coefficients to a em 

' Furthermore, there are the exponents yij and the ratio of the 

stoichiometric coefficients s .. to n. . For the minor species, there 
1J J 

are the bulk composition, the reference concentrations ci. f. , and ,re 

the ratios Di/DR of diffusion coefficients to that of the principal 

reactant. (One cannot generally set c e~ual to c because i,ref ~ i,oo 

some species ri1ay not be present in the bulk solution.) These considerations 

suggest that we must deal with specific chemical systems or a narrow 

class of systems. 
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Nevertheless, even for specific systems it will be instructive 

to introduce parameters related to the size and the rotation speed. 

~~~en we are concerned with the effects of a nonuniform ohmic potential 

drop in the solution, current densities should be made dimensionless 

previous 
10 

work. The dimensionless average current density is then 

-u Fr 
m o . 

1 
s RTK avg ' Rm co 

a~d dimer.sionless exchange current densities are 

n 
J. =-.....!!!_ 

J SRm 

Fr 
0 

RT i . f Kco OJ,re 

(1-13) 

(1-llt) 

32 According to the Levich equation, the limiting current density for 

the principal reactant is 

i 1" m, 1m 
= 

* This leads to the dimensionless limiting-current density 

n Fr 
Ill 0 

(1-15) 

N r (4/3) 
sR RTK i 1" m, 1m 

== ,( l-16) 
·~ co 

which can also be thought of as a dimensionless (square root of) 

*To be £onsistent with earlier work~O r(4/3) is inserted 
a;:; sho< . ..,n. 
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Let us also identify a single parameter which will characterize 

the nianner in which a side reaction tends to obscure the limiting-

current plateau for a main, or desired, reaction. It is the magnitude 

of the side reaction relative to the main reaction at. potentials in 

the neighborhood of the limiting-current plateau wh.ic~ is important 

(see fi.gure 1). At .these potentials, it is unlikely that the backWard 

terms in the Butler-Volmer equation 10 have a major influence, and 

a Tafel approximation could be applied for both the main and side 

reactions. For our example, the cathodic processes are involved. 

The electrode potential v 
m 

for which the main reaction is 

begihning to reach the limiting current: is, in the absence of an 

ohmic potential drop, approximately equal to 

(1-17) 

u m,ref is. given by equation 12 but with reference concentrations 

in place of the surface concentrations. At this potential defined 

by equation 17, the current density. for the side reaction j divided 

by ~he limiting current density for the main reaction (see equation 15) 

is proportional to exp (-a .F~U./RT) , where 
CJ J . 

~u. = u - u 
J m,ref j,ref 

__g_ ln~- ioj , ref) 
a .F i 

11 C,] m, m 
+ aRT F ln{_ ~om, ref) • (1-18) 

em \ m,lim 

This parameter makes it clear that it is neither the exchange current 

density nor the open-circuit potential alone which determines the 



> ~ 
0 -0.1 

l.SO 
I 
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0 
...... c 
Cl> ...... 
0 
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<1) 
'0 
0 
~ ...... 
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w -o . 

.. -0. 

Main Anodic 
Reaction ......- ......_..........-
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-10-

-o.7·L-~--~~---L--~~---L--~----~--~----~--~~ 
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log Iii (A/cm2 ) 

XBL 771-4936 

Figure 1-1. Qualitative sketch of the current~potential curves for 
a main and a side reaction showing some of the parameters 
defined in the text. 
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0 0 

relative significance of a side reaction. If either the exchange 

current density is very small or the open-circuit potential is 

quite negative, the side reaction will not obscure the limiting-

current plateau. 

In th~ case of a corrosion process, a different selection of 

parameters would be appropriate, one placing emphas~s on the anodic 

part of one reaction and the cathodic part of another reaction. 

If equations 7, 10, and 11 are substituted into equation 4 and 

use is made of the definitions in equations 12, 15, 17, and 18, 

one obtains the equation (one for each minor species i) 

SR.m 

n 
m 

_ · C • (Q) _ 1 ,o X fr de. · d ] 

.1,0 \ r 
0 

dx · (r3-x3)1/3 

\' sij exp (- acjF ~U) exp I_ <Y.cjF (V - V 

J~ n . RT j l RT m 
J. 

s.. [a .F - L _2:J_ A. exp ~ (V 
. n. J RT 
J J 

where the cathodic and anodic reaction orders are 

and a . 
sk. 
~ 

aJ n. 
J 

and the parameter 

A. = 
J 

i . f OJ,re 

i 1' m, J.m 

l+a . /a. 
aJ cj .. ("' F ) 

. exp LN~i· tuJ 

(1-19) 

(1-20) 

(1-21) 
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characterizes the magnitude of the anodic part of reaction j at an 

electrode potential related to the limiting-current plateau for the 

main reaction. The influence of the parameter A 
m 

for a main reaction 

alone on the shape of limiting-current curves was investigated in 

1955 by Gerischer
33

(see also references 5 and 34). (See Appendix B.) 

Solution Technique 

12 
As iri earlier work, one alternates between revising the surface 

concentrations and improving the potential distribution, iterating 

bet~ee~ the t~o until no further improvement is noticed. 

-For a given distribution of V - ~0 , equation 19 (one for each 

minor species i) governs the surface concentration distributions ci • ,o 

For calculational convenience, we sp2cify c at the center of the 
R,o 

disk. Equation 19 is solved by a multidimensional Newton-Raphson 

iteration method for the value of V - ¢ and the other values of 
0 

c. at the center of the disk. As a start, it is assumed that this 
l,O 

potential difference applies across the whole surface of the electrode. 

Hare generally, with the best possible radial distribution of 

V - <!> , equation 19 is solved for the surface concentration distributions 
0 

by a generalization of the technique of Acrivos and Chambre!5 This 

involves evaluation of the integrals by means of discrete mesh points 

evenly spa~ed in 3 
r One proceeds from the center of the electrode 

toward its edge, and at each mesh point he solves the coupled equations 19 

by the multidimensional Newton~Raphson method. This procedure gives.·· 

implicitly the distribution of current density for each reaction j 

and henca for· the total current density iT ~ 
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From the current-density distribution determined above, one next 

-calculates a new distribution of potential ~· 
0 

from equation 1 after 

first calculating a finite number of values of B by means of 
n 

equation 9. (A damping technique, whereby ~ values are averaged 
0 

with previously estimated values, can be used here to speed overall 

cor"vergence.) The value of v is adjusted so that v - <1> 
0 

center of the disk is the same as that originally calculated. 

at the 

The procedure in the last two paragraphs is repeated until a 

convergence criterion is satisfied. (See Appendix B.) 

Results and Di~cussion 

The utility of the model is demonstrated by the simulation of 

copper deposition 

Cu++ + 2e- ~ Cu , (1-22) 

as the main reaction and the formation of dissolved hydrogen 

H+ + e- ~ _! H 
2 2 (1-23) 

as the side reaction. Table 1 gives parameters for these processes 

in a cupric sulfate solution containing sulfuric acid, where the 

* kinematic viscosity is 

is K = 0.54373 ohm-l 
00 

2 ** V = 0.010795 em /s and the bulk conductivity 

-1 
- em The cathodic transfer coefficients 

were set equal to 0.5; the anodic transfer coefficients were set equal 

*Average value for the polarograms shown in figure z. 36 

**Determined from Hsueh's correlation.37 
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Table 1. Parameter values for copper deposition at 298.15 K. 
The excrllinge current densities and the diffusion coefficient of 
cupric ions were determined by fitting the model to the data. The 
reference concentration for H2 corresponds to the solubility in 
water at one atmosphere partial~ressure. 

106D c. 00 c Yim y is i 1, i,ref 
Species 

2 em /s mol/1. mol/1 

7.5 -3 0.42b 0 S.SlxlO CR ~ ,oo 
38a 4.155xlO-lO 8.31Xl0-4 0 0.25 

1. sc 1. 5c 0 0.5 

A 
Reaction . u~ i oj,ref J 

v A/em 2 

main 0.337 9.08X10-4 
• 

side 0 6.124Xl0-6 

aArbitrarily selected for this work. (See reference 38). 
b 

Taken from reference 22 (see also reference 39). 

Cit is assumed here that the dissociation products of H2S04 

are H+ and HS0
4 

and that the bisulfate ion does not dissoc:f.ate. 
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to 1.5 and 0.5 for the main and side reactions, respectively. 

P di d d .d40 · re cte an measure current-potential curves for this 

system are shown in figure 2. The comparison was used to determine 

so:ne of the parameters in table 1. For the choice of transfer 

coefficients used here, flU s is independent of the rotation speed. 

Figure 3 shows how the shape of the current-potential curves 

depends on N and flU , where the bulk concentration of the s 

principal reactant and the supporting electrolyte concentration were 

set equal to 0.1 and 1.0 ~, respectively. flU and N were varied 
s 

by changing the exchange current density of the side reaction and 

the disk size, respectively. 
37 

Hsueh's correlations were used to 
\ 

deteroine the solution density, viscosity, conductivity, and the 

cupric ion diffusion coefficient as a function of the bulk concentration 

of Cuso
4 

and H2so
4 

, and the rotation speed was set at 2500 rpm 

(261.8 rad/s). In this case, the anodic portion of the side reaction 

is ,negligible in the potential range shown, and the· anodic portion 

of the main reaction is significant only near the open-circuit 

potential (an abscissa value of 0.19 V). The results are therefore 

applicable to other systems with similar values of the cathodic 

transfer coefficients and reaction orders, and they illustrate 

qualitatively the expected behavior for systems with different 

parameters. 

In figure 4, the desired values of flU were obtained by 
s 

varying the bulk concentration of the principal reactant, thereby 

increasing A 
m 

while holding ~~ere the anodic 
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portion of the main reaction is not negligible, figure 4 must be 

used; otherwise, for values of V - ~ (r = 0) 
0 

more negative than 

about -0.025 V , the curves would agree with those of figure 3 if 

pl8tted against the same abscissa. 

The m~~imum variation of the potential ·~ 
0 

in the solution 

across the surface of the disk occurs when the current density 

distribution is uniform (as, for example, at the limiting current 

. . 10 41 
fo~ a single react~on) and then has the value ' 
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0.30,-----.-----.-----,---,.----------. 

Bulk Concentration 
Cu 504 5.81 XIQ-3 M 

H2 S04 1.5 M 

0.25 Disk Radius: 2.87 em 

0.20 

-s 0.15 

8Us = 0.4262 V 
0.10 

a. rpm =2250, N = 3.193 

b. rpm = I 8 7 0 , N = 2. 9 II 

c. rpm= 1460, N = 2.572 

0.05 d. rpm= 1205, N = 2.337 

---Predicted 
--- Measured 

0~----~----~------~----~----~ 
0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5 -V- 4>re (V) 

XBL 771-4940 

Figure 1-2. Comparison of predicted and measured40 limiting current 
curves for copper deposition with simultaneous formation 
of dissolved hydrogen. The reference electrode was a 
copper wire located in the bulk solution; its position in 
the experimental cell was approximated in the model by 
placing it in the plane of the disk, 5 em from the axis 
of rotation. 
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2.5 

~Us(V) ios. ref (A/cm2) 

0.4 8.41 )( 10-5 

2.0 --- 0.3 5.89xlo-4 

1.56xlo-3 25 -- 0.25 
Jo 

11 
I .5 

50 

25 
I .0 0 

0.5 

0~~~--~~~~--~--~--~~~~~ 
0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 -V-Vm-<P

0
(r=O)(V) 

XBL 771-4939 

Figure 1-3. Simulated current-potential curves for copper deposition 
with simultaneous dissolved hydrogen formation, where the 
anodic portion of the side reaction is negligible and 
the anodic portion of the main reaction is significant 
only near the open-circuit potential. The reference 
<•xcli;Hl)',t' !'urn•nt d('lwlty for tht• mnln r·t•;wt·lon IH 

-3 2 -7 
i = 3Xl0 A/em and A = 3.52xlQ . 
om,ref m 
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Figure 1-4. Simulated current-potential curves for copper deposition 
with simultaneous dissolved hydrogen formation, where 
the anodic portion of the side reaction is negligible. 
The reference exchange current density of the side 
reaction is i f = Sxlo-6 A/cm2 . 
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The current densities of interest here are approximately equal to 

i . . Thus, the parameter N provides a measure of the potential 
!:1' l~;n 

variaticn in the solution to be expected at the limiting current, 

expressed in units of RT/F • 

Cur·1es for N = 0 in figures 3 and 4 thus describe a siti.Jation 

where the disk is so small that the entire electrode is at a uniform . 
potential relative to the adjacent solution. The shape of these 

curves shows how the side reaction occurs at the same potential as 

the main reaction and obscures the limiting-current plateau more 

as 6U becoEes sr:aller. Figure 2 als,o illustrates that distortion s 

of the limiting-current plateau can occur even for a relatively 

small value of N and a large value of 6U 
s 

Since 6U depends on the reference concentrations, they should 
s 

be chosen appropriately (see table 1) to ensure that 

' 

~u 
s 

is 

characteristic of the physical system under study. For example, 

lowering the bulk concentration of the principal reactant to reduce N 

would also lower ~U s 

The value of A 
m 

also influences the shape of current-potential 

33 
curves, as discussed by Gerischer in the abscence of a side reaction. 

Comparison of the curves for N = 0 on figure 4 shows that below 

the limiting current the importance of the anodic portion of the main 

reaction increases as A increases. 
m 
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Distoriion of the limiting-current plateau (see figure 3) becomes 

1rrore pronounced as N increases for a given value of ~u 
s (The 

disk sizes necessary to make N = 25 for tne cR,oo values shown in 

figure 4 are unrealistically large from an experimental standpoint.) 

As dis~ussed above, for large N there can be an appreciable variation 

of V - ¢ from the center to the edge of the electrode. The curve 
0 

on figure 3 for N = 50 is expanded upon in figures 5 and 6. These 

figures show the r~dial distributions of current densities, surface 
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Figure 1-5. Radial current and surface concentration distributions. 
The reference concentration of the cupric species is the 
bulk value; that for hydrogen is the solubility. Hence, 
the solution is somewhat supersaturated in hyd.rogen toward 
the edge of the electrode. 
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concentrations, and solution potential for a point well up on the 

lii!l.i.ting-current curve. 

Figur~ 5 demonstrates that the main reaction current density 

can be below its limiting value at the center of the disk while 

ny ::roge.n gas bubbles may be formed at the edge of the disk, since 

the dissol';ed hydrogen concentration exceeds its saturation value 

there by a factor of 2.388. However, larger supersaturation values 

of dissolved hydrogen with no bubble formation have sometimes been 

~2 obser·..red. 

The potential distribution labeled "Actual" in figure 6 gives 

rise to the nonuniform distributions in figure 5. The potential 

c:hanges by about 0.236 V from the center to the edge of the disk 

because of its nonuniform accessibility from an. olunic standpoint. 

43 The potential labeled "Primary" was obtained from 

~ 

<P = I/4K r . 
0 00 0 (1-25) 

The nonuniformity of the ohmic drop across the disk, as measured 

by N , can be an important cause of plateau distortion. On this basis, 

the distortion will be increased by increasing the rotation speed 

(or flow rates in general), disk size; or bulk concentration of the 

principal reactant. Some of these inEluences can be seen clearly 

in published sets of limiting-current curves. However, lowering cR OJ 

' ; 

can also lead to plateau distortion. This is the case because the 

n~gnitude of the main and side reactio1\s approach one another as the 

bulk concentratibn of the principal reactant is lowered, as can be seen 
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by consideriag figure 1. The effect of· cR,c.o is thus ambiguous --

a large value of c~ofK00 leads to distortion while a large value of 

c /i . leads to a distinct plate.au. For a reasonable value R,co os,ref 

of ~ 
00

, the nonuniform ohmic effects can contribute significantly , 
to plateau distortion for large disks or high rotation speeds. The 

competition of these several effects is adequately reflected in the 

definitions of the parameters N and t.u 
s 

and in the curves in 

figures] and !. :;hawing the resulting behavior. 

Actually, with s~ll.disk electrodes and well-supported solutions, 

platea:.~ disto:::tior: is pri-=:arily due to the occurrence of the side 

reaction at the sawe potential as the ~in reaction (the 6U effect). 
s 

However, in technical applications where large systems become involved, 

one can be assured that the effect 'bf nonuniform ohmic potential 

drop will be of great importance. 

Summary 

A model of the rotating-disk electrode with simultaneous reactions 

is presented. Predicted and measured current-potential curves are 

compared for copper deposition with simultaneous formation of 

dissolved hydrogen on a disk electrode rotating in a well-supported 

cupric sulfate solution. 

Distortion of the limiting-current plateau for the main reaction 

by a stda reaction can occur for two reasons. First, the side reaction 

can be in close proximity to the main reaction, as indicated by a small 

value of 6U , and, second, a Donuniform ohmic potential drop, as 
s 
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characterized by a large value of N , -can promote the onset of a 

side reaction near the edge of the disk before the limiting-current 

condition is attained at the center. 
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Chapter 2. Copper Deposition from an Aqueous, Acidic Copper 
Chloride Solution Containing Iron 

Introduction 

Among the numerous hydrometallurgical schemes for extraction 

and recovery of copper currently under consideration there are 

several which employ an aqueous chloride solution as a lixiviant. 45- 54 

The tendency of chloride to form metal complexes provides high 

metal solubilities; and, in conjunction with a suitable oxidizing 

agent such as chlorine, oxygen, ferric ions,or cupric ions, excess 

chloride facilitates rapid leaching of not only scrap metal but also 

. 55-58 sulfide ores such as chalcopyr~te, CuFeS 2 • 

The possibility of regenerating a leaching agent such as 

ferric ions at an anode while depositing copper cathodically makes 

the prospect of direct electrolysis of copper chloride leach 

liquors attractive. There are, however, two major difficulties with 

this approach. First, copper deposits from chlorides in a rough, 

porous, or even powdery form under most operating conditions so 

h d ld b bl 1 
. 54,59,60 

t at the copper pro uct wou pro a y require reme t~ng. 

The second problem is that the pregnant leach liquors may contain oxidized 

species that could react in the electrolysis.cell and cause low 

current efficiencies for metal deposition. For example, iron 

occurring in an ore, or as the leaching agent, may appear in the 

electrolysis cell as ferric ion and be reduced to ferrous ion at 

the cathode. This latter problem can be avoided by assuring reduction 

of the electrolyte prior to electrolysis, or by precipitating iron, 

to eliminate ferric ions, while using a diaphragm to prevent transport 

of ferric ions from the anode to the cathode. Nevertheless, it is 

interesting to investigate the quantitative effect of ferric ions 
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on the deposition of copper from chloride solutions to determine 

whether removal of ferric ions prior to electrolysis is necessary. 

In this paper we compute the cathodic current efficiency for deposition 

of copper from a copper chloride solution which contains high levels 

of ferric ions and identify some interesting phenomena that can occur 

in this situation. The current efficiency for a cupric chloride 

solution which contains no ferric ions is considered elsewhere. 61 

The process stream that results when copper ore containing iron 

is leached under mildly oxidizing conditions is presumed to contain 

the following ionic species in water at 25°C: CuCl+ , FeC12+ , H+ , 

A .1 bl b .1. d 62 ' 63 . d. h h va1 a e sta 1 1ty constant ata 1n 1cate t at t ese 

are the most stable forms of the possible cupric-chloride and ferric-

chloride complex ions in chloride solutions. Subsequently, these 

complex ions will be referred to as the cupric and ferric species, 

respectively. 

Deposition of copper from the process stream is assumed to 

involve two steps. The first step is the reduction of the cupric 

species: 

CuCl+ + e + 2Cl- 2-
-+ CuC1

3 (2-1) 

The second step is the reduction of the resulting cuprous-chloride 

complex ion (hereafter referred to as the cuprous species) to copper: 

2-CuC13 + e -+ Cu + 3Cl- (2-2) 

.. 
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Stability constant data62 •64 also indicate that this cuprous species 

is the most stable form of those possible in the solution considered 

here. It should be emphasized that the stability of the cuprous 

species enables it to exist at a much higher concentration than its 

counterpart could in other solutions, such as copper sulfate in 

aqueous sulfuric acid (see reference 22,for example). 

Two additional electrode reactions are the cathodic deposition 

of iron 

Feel+ + 2e ~ Fe + Cl- (2-3) 

by reduction of a ferrous-chloride complex ion, which is produced 

within the diffusion layer (see reaction 5), and the reduction of 

hydrogen ions to form dissolved hydrogen gas 

+ - 1 
H + e ~ 2 H

2 
• (2-4) 

This ferrous species, + FeCl , is also considered to be the most 

bl f ld . h" 1 . 62 sta e orm that cou ex1st in t 1s so ut1on. 

One could also conceive of the direct reduction of ferric to 

ferrous species on the electrode, and this would occur at quite 

positive electrode potentials (where copper and iron would, in fact, 

dissolve). However, the presence of the ferric species is incompatible 

with the simultaneous presence of the,cuprous species, and the ferric 

species cannot exist in the region near the electrode in the range 

of potentials where reactions 1 and 2 may occur. Instead, in 

addition to its participation in reactions 1 and 2 at the rotating-
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disk electrode, the cuprous species can diffuse away from the electrode 

and react with the ferric species, which is being transported toward 

the working electrode from the bulk solution, according to the 

followfng oxidation-reduction reaction: 

CuCl;- + FeC12+ t CuCl+ + FeCl+ + 2Cl (2-5) 

This reaction occurs within the diffusion layer adjacent to the 

rotating-disk electrode. Since,such ionic reactions are usually 

relatively rapid, reaction 5 is essentially equilibrated locally, 

and the treatment is similar to that for partial dissociation of 

bisulfate ions within a diffusion layer. 
65 

The ferrous species produced by reaction 5 diffuses back into 

the bulk solution and is also transported toward the electrode (where 

it may react according to reaction 3). 

The equilibrium constant K for reaction 5 can be estimated 

to be 1.55Xl05 (kg/mole) 2 by using standard electrode potentials as 

well as the stability-constant data referred to above. Because this 

is a large number, the analysis can be simplified by assuming that K 

is infinitely large. (Further work on this problem in which K is 

not set equal to infinity is contemplated.) As a consequence of 

the ass'umption that reaction 5 has an infinitely large equilibrium 

constant, a reaction plane forms within the diffusion layer and 

thereby separates it into two regions (see figure 1). Furthermore, 

because of this assumption the ferric species is absent in region 1 

and the cuprous species is absent in region 2. 

.. 
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Figure 2-1. The separation into regions of a diffusion layer 
within which a fast oxidation-reduction reaction 
occurs with an infinitely large equilibrium constant. 
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' 
The formation of a reaction plane by an instantaneous, irreversible 

b . 1 1 . d f" b H 66 . h" h 1mo ecu ar react1on was treate 1rst y atta w1t 1n t e context 

of simultaneous gas absorption and chemical reaction. Van Krevelen 

d H f . . 67 D k . 68 p d p· f d 69 01 d 70 d an o t1Jzer, anc werts, erry an 1g or , an er, an 

others have applied this concept in similar work. Recent treatment 

of reaction planes can be found in books by Sherwood and Pigford,
71 

A . 72 k 73 lb d . h 4 h d . f d star1ta, Dane werts, A ery an H1tc man, S erwoo , P1g or , 

and Wilke,
74 

and Carberry.
75 

Friedlander and Litt
76 

and Acrivos
77 

used the reaction plane concept in their analyses of laminar boundary 

1 fl "th h t" Ot.hers 78- 92 have also ayer ows w1 a omogeneous reac 1on. 

studied this subject. 
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Also of concern with this system is the possibility that the 

chloride complexing will stabilize the cuprous species to such an 

extent that iron is deposited in preference to copper. The standard 

electrode potentials of reactions with the chloride-complexed species 
.. 

were calculated from those of reactions of noncomplexed species and 

the stability constants from the literature. Table I shows that, 

at the potentials at which copper will begin to be plated, the 

ferrous ion is more stable than either the ferric ion or metallic 

iron, and this is true in both the complexed and noncomplexed systems. 

The desired process in the electrochemical cell is the reduction 

of cupric species to deposited copper, which requires two electrons 

per copper atom deposited. The current efficiency will therefore 

be defined as the number of copper atoms deposited for each two 

electrons passed through the cell. The principal process which tends 

to reduce the current efficiency is the diffusion of cuprous species 

back into the solution where it can escape or lead to the indirect 

reduction of ferric species to ferrous according to reaction 5. 

Any reduction of ferrous ions to iron at the electrode will also 

lower the current efficiency as well as contaminate the deposit. 

In addition, the current efficiency is lowered by the reduction of 

hydrogen ions according to reaction 4. 

The electrochemical cell used to model the physical phenomena 

discussed above consists of a rotating-disk electrode (the active 

portion of which is made either of copper or of an inert material 

such as platinum), a normal calomel reference electrode (whose 

standard electrode potential is 0.2676 V), a distant counterelectrode, 
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Table I. Standard electrode potentials with and without 
complexing by chloride, at 25°C, see Appendix c . 

ue 
' 

volt 

reaction noncomplexed with chloride 

ferrous/ferric o. 771 0.745 

cuprous/copper 0.521 0.233 

cupric/copper 0.337 0.3355 

cuprous/cupric 0.153 0.438 

ferric/iron -0.036 -0.0523 

ferrous/iron -0.440 -0.451 
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and a bulk solution of the same composition as the process stream. 

Deposition of copper from this electrochemical cell can be analyzed 

by applying dilute-electrolytic-solution theory with constant physical 

. 22 93 propert1es. ' The results of this analysis include concentration 

profiles of the ionic species within the diffusion layer on the 

electrode, current-potential curves, and current efficiencies for 

this system. 

For convenience, the current density distribution was assumed 

to be uniform on the surface of the electrode. 10 Newman showed how 

one should calculate the current distribution on a rotating-disk 

electrode, but consideration of the problem treated here at that 

level of sophistication is beyond the scope of this work. However, 

the results to be presented are applicable at the center of the disk. 
. 9 

Newman also showed that for the rotating-disk electrode, on 

which one electrode reaction occurs at its limiting value, the 

governing equations for electrolytic mass transfer are the same as 

those for other flow configurations. Consequently, the assumption 

that the results reported here are also applicable to other flow 

configurations 9 should be a reasonable first approximation. 

Governing Equations 

Material-balance equations for species within the diffusion 

layer on a rotating-disk electrode are 94 

(Di/DR)c~ + 3E;; 2 c~ + (z.u.F/DR)(c.<P" + c~<P') 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 0 ' (2-6) 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the dimensionless · 

distance ~ • For the rotating disk 

~ = y/o , (2-7) 

where y is the normal distance from the surface and o is the 

thickness of the diffusion layer, expressed as 

(2-8) 

44 with a =, 0.51023262 • The position of the reaction plane, the 

ionic species concentration profiles, and the potential distribution 

can be determined by solution of these equations together with the 

condition of electroneutrality 

I z.c. 
1 1 

i 
= 0 ' 

and the following boundary conditions. 

• 

The boundary conditions in the bulk solution are that 

c. + c as ~ + oo • 
1 i,OO 

(2-9) 

At an arbitrary position, ~ can be specified, corresponding to 

the arbitrary zero of potential. At the reaction plane the ~oundary 

conditions are: 

a. The total flux .of each element (Cu, Fe, and Cl) as well as the 

flux of H+ and dissolved H2 is continuous. 

I 
i .. 
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b. The concentration of both the cuprous and the ferric species 

is zero. 

c. The fluxes of ferric and cuprous species to the reaction 

plane are equal. 

The boundary conditions at the rotating-disk electrode are that 

the normal component of the flux of species i evaluated at the 

electrode surface is equal to the sum of its reaction rates: 

N. 
l. 

del> dci 
= -z.u.Fc. -d -D. -d 

l. l. l. y l. y 

m 
=- I 

s .. i. 
l.J J (2-10) 

j=l n.F 
J 

where m is the number of reactions occurring at the electrode 

and and n. 
J 

are the stoichiometric coefficient of species 

and the number of elect~ons transferred in electrode reaction j 

when written in the abstract form 

i 

(2-11) 

The current density due to reaction j was approximated 

by the Butler-Volmer equation: 

i. 
J 

r (a .F ) ( a .F - )~ 
i 0 jlexp :~ nsj - exp - ~~ nsj J , (2-12) 

where the composition dependence of the exchange current density was 

assumed to have the form 

··-
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/ ci,o )y ij 
=i. fiT\· OJ,re 

1
. c. f J.,re 

represents the exchange current density 

(2-13) 

evaluated at the reference concentration of the ionic species, with 

ci f = 1 M , and at unit relative activity of the metallic species. ,re -

In equation 13, i ranges over the ionic species and k over the 

metallic species. The relative activity of iron was taken to equal 

its mole fraction in the deposit, and the relative activity of 

copper was set equal to unity since little iron was expected to be 

deposited. Thus, aFe was set equal to 0.5 i 3/i2 , and the activity 

coefficient was ignored. The activity coefficient of iron should 

be greater than unity since iron and copper are not completely miscible, 

and consequently the deposition rate of iron should be even lower 

than that calculated here. 

The transfer coefficients a . and a . are taken to sum to 
aJ CJ 

n. • The exponents for both ionic and metallic species were given the 
J 

values 

(2-14) 

where q .. = -s. . for a cathodic reactant and is zero otherwise. 
l.J l.J 

The surface overpotential for reaction j is. 

n .. l ,, = v - <I> 
() - ul • 

' 'I) 
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where V is the potential of the rotating disk, ~ is the potential 
0 

of the solution just outside the diffuse part of the double layer 

as measured by a reference electrode of a given kind, and u. 
J,O 

is 

the theoretical open-circuit potential for reaction j at the 

composition prevailing at the electrode surface -- again relative to 

the reference electrode of a given kind. For a normal calomel 

reference electrode, 

u. 
J,O 

Here, 

= u~ 
J 

RT 
n.F 

J 
[i sij ln (~) 

(2-16) 

is the concentration of chloride ion in the reference 

electrode compartment, and the concentrations must be expressed in 

moles/liter ·if the usual tabulations of standard electrode potentials 

U~ are to be used. Note that possible activity-coefficient 
J 

corrections to.the concentrations of the ionic species have been 

ignored. (See Appendix A.) 

Solution Technique 

Equations 6 and 9 together with the above boundary conditions 

constitute a boundary-value problem involving coupled, ordinary, 

nonlinear, differential equations. The governing equations and 

boundary conditions were cast in finite-difference form accurate to 

order h 2 , where h is the dimensionless distance between mesh 

..... 
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., . 

&. 

points, and solved by ~ numerical solut~on technique developed by 

22 
Newman. An interesting aspect of this problem is the unknown 

reaction plane position. In conditions b and c there is one more 

boundary condition than would be needed for a fixed plane position. 

Consequently, the plane position L must be.treated as an unknown 

constant. To use the same computer subroutines, the treatment of 

21 this unknown constant was similar to that used by Newman for the 

eigenvalues of the Graetz problem. (See Appendix D.) 

Parameter values used to obtain numerical results are presented 

in table II. Mobilities were calculated from the tabulated diffusion 

coefficients by means of the Nernst-Einstein relation, ui = Di/RT • 

For the transfer coefficients, a. . = 0.5 
CJ 

and the exchange current 

densities, i . f , for reactions 1 and 3 were given the value 
OJ,re 

while values of 5x10-3 and 5.89xl0-
7 

A/cm2 were used for 

reactions 2 and 4, respectively. 

Results 

Results are presented for four cases. In case one, only reaction 

1, the reduction of the cupric species to cuprous species, is permitted 

to occur at the electrode (see table II). In the remaining cases, reactions 

1, 2, 3, and 4 occur at the electrode. These separate cases emphasize 

the significance of multiple electrode reactions and the significance 

of the ratio of the bulk concentration of cupric species to ferric 

species. Table II gives the bulk concentrations for each case. 

Figure 2 displays the dependence of the electric potential q, 

on the dimensionless distance from the electrode ~ for case one. 
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Table II. Parameter values. 

species 10
5

D. c·. 
1 1 ,co 

2 molll 
em Is cases 1 and 2 3 case 4 case 

' 2-
CuC13 

0.6a 0 0 0 

CuCl+ 0.6a 3 2.25 1.5 

FeCl+ 0.739b 0 0 0 

FeC12+ 0.896b 1.5 2.25 3 

Cl 2.032c 6.1 6.85 7.6 

H+ 9.312c 0.1 0.1 0.1 

H2 3.8d 4.155•10-10 

= 298.15 K 2 T \) = 0.010049 em Is 

= 0.99707 glcm 
3 n 261.8 radls Po 

a Taken from reference 95. 
b Because of a lack of data, the diffusion coefficients of the 

ferrous and ferric species were taken to be the same as those of 
ferrocyanide and ferricyanide ions, respectively, as given in table 
75-1 of reference 22. 

· cTaken from table 75-1 of reference 22. 

dThis value was arbitrarily selected for this work (see John Newman 
and Limin Hsueh, "Currents Limited by Gas Solubility," Industrial 
and Engineering Chemistry Fundamentals,~ (1970), 677-679). 
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Figure 2-2. Dependence of the electric potential o~ the dimensionless 
distance from the electrode when V - ¢ = -0.3545 V 

0 

and reaction 1 alone occurs at the electrode. 
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Two quantities of interest, ~ and ~ , are illustrated in this 
0 0 

figure. The potential in the solution at the electrode surface 

(just outside the diffuse double-layer) ~ and the potential of the 
0 

working electrode V are used to form the potential difference 

V - ~ , which is related to the driving force for the electrode 
0 

reaction (see equation 15). 

The electric potential in the solution outside of the diffusion 

-layer, ~ , extrapolated to the electrode surface is designated as 

-
~ Its value may be obtained by extrapolating Ohm's law, 

0 

m 

I d~ 
i. = -K 

J ()() dy ' (2-17) 
j=l 

to the electrode surface from the bulk by using the previously 

calculated value of iT and the conductivity K
00 

of the bulk 

-solution. The potential difference v- ~ 
0 

represents an alternative 

driving force for the electrode reaction. We might write for the 

total overpotential 

v- ~ - u. ()() 
0 J, 

where is ·the concentration overpotential for reaction j 

(2 -18) 

and 

U. is the theoretical open-circuit potential for reaction j at J,oo 

the bulk solution composition and the alloy composition of the deposit. 

-There is a difference between ~ and ~ because the 
0 0 

conductivity varies with position in the diffusion layer and is not 

. equal to K
00 

and because there exists a diffusion potential due to 
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the concentration variations and the different diffusion coefficients 

of the various species (see equation 125-7 of reference 22). These 

factors are accounted for when one solves simultaneously the coupled 

equations 6 and 9 across the diffusion layer to obtain the potential 

distribution in figure 2. 

Figure 3 depicts the calculated concentration profiles of the 

ionic species within the diffusion layer that were obtained at 

the same po·tential difference. In this figure, the dimensionless 

distance from the electrode at which the concentration of both the 

cuprous and the ferric species is zero indicates the position of the 

reaction plane. 

The calculated current density due to reaction 1 alone, i 1 , 

normalized by the current density predicted by the Levich equation32 

(
D )2/3 

(Qv)l/2 VR (2-19) 

is presented in figure 4, as a function of the potential differences 

V - ¢ and V - ¢ 
0 0 

Figure 5 displays the calculated concentration profiles for 

-case two with V- ¢ = -0.3493 V • 
0 

In figure 6 the dimensionless position of the reaction plane 

L/o is presented as a function of the potential difference 

for cases 1 and 2. 

v- ¢ 
0 

The total predicted dimensionless current density for case 2 

-is plotted in figure 7 as a function of the potential difference v - ¢ 
0 
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Figure 2-3. Dependence of the concentration of the various species 
on the dimension!ess distance from the electrode for 
case 1 with V - ¢ = -0.3545 V. 
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Figure 2-4. The dimensionless current density when reaction 1 
alone occurs at the electrode as a function of the 
potential differences V - ~ and V - ~ • 
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Figure 2-5~ Concentration profiles of the yarious species near the 
electrode for case 2 with V - ¢ = -0.3493 V. 
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Figure 2-6. Dependence of th~ dimensionless reaction plane 
position on V- ~ for cases 1(---) and 2(---). 
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on V - ~ for case 2. 
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The current densities due to reactions 1 and 2 for case 2 are also 

plotted in figure 7. (The current density due to reactions 3 and 4 

were too small to be plotted conveniently on figure 7.) 

These calculated current densities were used to calculate the 

current efficiency, lOOx2i2/iT , as a function of the potential 

difference V - ~ , which is plotted in figure 8. 
0 

Also shown in 

figure 8 are the current efficiencies for cases 3 and 4. 

Finally, the dependence of the relative surface concentration 

of the cupric, cuprous, and chloride species on 

in figure 9. 

Discussion 

v- ~ 
0 

is presented 

The potential profile and the concentration profiles shown in 

figures 2, 3, and 5 are not smooth at the reaction plane because 

of the assumption that K is infinite. 

Consider first case one, where the only electrode reaction is 

the reduction of cupric to cuprous ions. The latter diffuse away 

from the electrode to the reaction plane, where they reduce ferric 

to ferrous ions, with regeneration of cupric. Some of the cuprous 

species also escapes by radial convection. The concentration profiles 

in figure 3 illustrate these processes. As the electric driving 

force is increased, the concentration of the limiting reactant, the 

cupric species, approaches zero, and the concentration of the product 

cuprous species at the electrode increases. Consequently, the position 

of the reaction plane moves away from the electrode, as also shown 

in figure 6. The position of the reaction plane is determined by a 
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sorne_of the ionic species present in the system on 
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balance of the transport of cuprous species from the electrode and the 

transport of ferric species from infinity. The ferrous species, the 

product of the plane reaction, also has accumulated toward the disk 

surface. The chloride ion is produced by reaction 5 at the plane 

and consumed by reaction 1 at the electrode, and the consequences 

of this are observed in the concentration profiles. 

The current density for reaction 1 can exceed substantially the 

limiting value for convection and diffusion of the cupric species as 

given by the Levich equation. Figure 4 shows ratios as high as 2.12. 

This enhancement is due to ionic migration of the limiting reactant94 

and the regeneration of the cupric species at the reaction plane. 

Since the cupric species is positively charged, it is attracted 

toward the cathode according to the potential distribution in figure 2. 

This effect of migration also accounts for the maximum in the concen

tration of the cupric species at the reaction plane and for the 

increase of concentration of the ferrous species toward the electrode 

(see figure 3), where this species is neither produced nor consumed. 

The effect of the reaction plane is, in essence, to bring the bulk 

concentration of the limiting reactant closer to the electrode, 

since the cupric species is produced at the plane by reaction 5, and 

this serves to increase the concentration gradient at the electrode. 

Another way to think about this effect is to realize that the 

reduction of ferric to ferrous, which occurs at the plane, requires 

a supply of electrons from the electrode. The indirect supply of 

these electrons through the transport of cuprous species from the 

electrode to the plane contributes to a higher cur,rent density for 
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reaction 1. In fact, the reduction of ferric to ferrous requires a 

smaller electric driving force than the reduction of cupric to 

cuprous (see table I). When the reaction-plane distance has decreased 

to zero, the reduction of ferric to ferrous can proceed directly 

on the electrode, and the analysis would actually become simpler. 

Figure 4 shows that ~ - ~ , the difference between the 
0 0 

potential drop through the diffusion layer and that obtained by 

extrapolation with the bulk conductivity, is relatively small 

compared with the scale of potentials over which the current rises 

toward its limiting value. For the situation in figure 2, ~ - ~ 
0 0 

has the value of 19.9 mV. 

For case two, we must now consider the additional effects 

associated with the possibility of depositing copper and iron on the 

electrode and also the possibility of evolving hydrogen gas at the 

electrode. The deposition of copper by reaction 2 consumes cuprous 

ions produced through reaction 1, and consequently less of the 

cuprous species remains to diffuse back into the solution. Comparison 

of the concentration profiles in figures 3 and 5 shows this reduction 

of the cuprous concentration at the surface. The reaction plane is 

now much closer to the electrode, as also depicted in figure 6. 

Comparison of the predicted reaction plane positions at ,small 

values of -(V - ~ ) for cases 1 and 2, as shown in figure 6, reveals 
0 

that the reaction plane is further from the electrode in case 2, 

a result which is due to the dissolution of deposited copper according 

to reaction 2. 
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The current densities in figure 7 reflect the difference in 

the potentials of the two copper reactions (see table I). The 

current density due to reaction 1 is well along toward a limiting 

current -- the same limit shown in figure 4 -- before the current 

density due to reaction 2 becomes significant. The slight increase 

in the current density due to reaction 1 above the initial plateau 

is due. to the increasingly larger concentration gradient of the 

limiting reactant as the reaction plane moves closer to the electrode 

(compare figures 3 and 5). The cupric species produced at the 

reaction plane can no longer escape by radial convection. Furthermore, 

the current density due to reaction 2 will increase the potential 

gradients and enhance further the migration of cupric ions toward 

the electrode from the bulk solution. 

In order to avoid contamination of the deposit with iron, the 

electric driving force should not be made too large, according to the 

standard electrode potentials in table I. For example, the current 

density for reaction 3 is very small and can be used to estimate that 

-5 less than 10 atom percent of the deposit is iron for values of 

V - ~ more positive than about -0.51 v. However, this estimate is 
0 

probably high because the activity of iron was taken to equal the 

atom fraction, with neglect of the activity coefficient. Since the 

activity coefficient is greater than unity, the deposition of iron 

would be further impeded. 

For ~:;uch low rate:-; of reaction 3, the low current cfficlencles 

in figure 8 are mainly due to two causes: (1) "leakage" of cuprous 
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species away from the electrode by radial convection and (2) consumption 

of cuprous species at the reaction plane. The latter is equivalent 

to the indirect current required for reduction of ferric to ferrous 

at the plane. Because the reduction of cupric and ferric species 

occurs at a lower electric driving force than reaction 2, the current 

efficiency increases with an increase in the electric driving force 

and approaches about 70.5, 55.7, and 39.5 percent for cases 2, 3, 

and 4, respectively. The maximum possible current efficiency is determined 

mainly by the ratio of ferric and cupric concentrations in the bulk 

solution. At still larger values of the electric driving force, the 

current efficiency would decrease due to the deposition of iron by 

reaction 3 and the evolution of hydrogen according to reaction 4. 

For some cases the range of acceptable operating potential 

differences may be determined by the solubility limit of the 

cuprous species (approximately 1 ~ in the solutions studied here) and 

the maximum tolerable iron contamination of the deposit or hydrogen 

gas evolution. For case 2, figure 9 (also see figure 5) shows that 

operating at potential differences more positive than about -0.35 V 

could lead to undesirable precipitation of cuprous species. (For 

cases 3 and 4, q> -.V should be at least 0.32 and 0.275 V , 
0 

respectively, to avoid CuCl precipitation.) At the other extreme. 

in the range of acceptable operating potential differences for case 2, 

the current density due to reaction 3 may be used .to predict that the 

iron contamination of the deposited alloy would exceed 10-S atom percent 

-for V- q, values more negative than about -0.52 V • Further 
0 
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V - ~ would lead eventually to hydrogen gas evolution. 
0 -V - ~ at which this may begin to occur for case 4 

0 

was predicted to be approximately -0.789 V , for example.) 

Another limiting situation is associated with the bulk chloride 

concentration. Since chloride ions are consumed and liberated at 

the electrode at rates which depend on -V - ~ ~ a minimum in the 
0 

surface concentration of chloride ions exists, as shown in figure 9. 

The implication of this minimum is that, for some bulk compositions, 

the chloride ion concentration would vanish at the electrode, a 

condition which may be considered undesirable because the complexing 

of the species would be no longer ensured. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The results of this work are that one can predict for this 

system: 1) the location of a hypothesized reaction plane; 2) 

reasonable concentration profiles for the ionic species; 3) realistic 

current-potential curves; 4) current efficiencies of about 70.5, 

55.7, and 39.5 percent for cases 2, 3, and 4, respectively; and 

5) a copper product that can be at least 99.99999 percent pure. 

Consequently, the design of an electrochemical cell to remove the 

copper directly from the model process stream appears to be feasible 

provided.that problems with the physical structure of the copper 

deposit can be avoided. 

Again, the analysis is strictly valid only at the center 

of the disk. 
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Appendix A. Overpotentials 

Purpose 

Concentration, surface, and total overpotential expressions are 

developed for a working electrode on which multiple charge-transfer 

reactions occur. The derivations follow closely those given by 

22 f . 1 1 d ( 1 196 d Newman or a s1ng e e ectro e reaction see a so Appe an 

. v 97) Nisanc1oglu • 
' 

Concentration Overpotential 

The concentration overpotential is the potential difference 

between a reference electrode of the same kind as the working 

electrode located adjacent to it (just outside the diffuse ~ouble 

layer) and one of the same kind located in the bulk solution (see 

figure 1), minus the potential drop between these reference 

electrodes in the absence of concentration variations. 

The development of an expression for the concentration over-

potential for the general electrode reaction j , 

z. 
L s .. M. 1 

+ n.e (A-1) 
i 1J 1 J 

begins by considering the equilibrium expression for reaction j , 

n.~ 
J -e 

(A-2) 
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Figure A-1. Reference electrodes, which may be imaginary; positioned 
in the bulk solution and within the diffusion layer. 
The reference electrodes labeled rls and r2s are of the 
same kind as the working electrode. The reference 
electrodes rlg and r2g are of a given kind. 
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Equation 2 can be used to obtain an expression relating the normal 

component of the gradient of the potential of a reference electrode of. 

the same kind to that of the electrochemical potential of the species 

participating in reaction j by the limiting process: 

~ (y + ~y) - ~ (y) 
e rs e rs v (y + ~y) - v (y) 

-F rs rs 
~y 

B •• [~· (y + ~y) - ~. (y)] 
= r 2J... .1 . 1 

. n. ~y , 
1 J 

and as ~Y -+ 0 

or iii 

av s .. d~. rs r ~--1 ay-= - n.F ay i J 

general 

s .. 
IJV = r ~ - F IJ~. rs n. 1 i J 

The next step is to select a reference ion n arid, since 

r s .. z. 
1] ]. 

i 
-n 

j 

transform equation 5 into 

IJV 
rs 

s .. ( z. ) r ~ IJ~ . - _2:. IJ~ • 
].. n.F 1 z n 

J n 

• 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-6) 

(A-7) 

.-
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The current i Gan be introduced into equation 7 by using equation 

16-1 of reference 22, 

which, since 

can be written as 

1 
- 'Vll z n 

n 

0 

F • \ ti 0 
- 1 = - l. - vll. 
K - i zi 1 

F . =-- 1 
K-

1 , 

Combining equations 7 and 10 yields 

'VV = 
rs 

i 

K 
L sij ('Vll. - zi 'ii'll ) 
. n.F 1 z n 
1 J n 

t~ ( z. ) - \ _.L. 'Vll . - _2:. 'Vll • 
~ z.F J · z · n 
J J n 

(A-8) 

(A-9) 

(A-10) 

(A-ll) 

Next, introduce the quasi-electrostatic potential <P , . which is 

defined by 

ll = RT ln c + z F<P n n n (A-12) 

~10 r·hill t:hc• ,.,,.,., roc'!Jt'llllc·;l( pnlc'lll (;t( nl :ijl('c'ic•:; I:; giVI'II by 
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e = RT ln c.f. a. + z.F~ 

f. 

e 
a. 1,n 

1,n 

1 1,n J.,n 1 

z./z 
f./f 1 n 

1 n 

. , z./z 
e ( e) 1 

n a./ a 
1 n 

Then. by using equations 6, 9, and 1~ equation 11 becomes 

'VV 
rs 

i 
RT L 
n.F . 

s .. 'V ln c :f. = 
K. 

J ]_ 
lJ 

0 
RT t. . - - L _l_ 'V ln c. f. 
F . z. J J ,n 

J J 

1 1,n 

(A-13} 

(A-14) 

(A-15) 

(A-16) 

Finally, an expression for the concentration overpotential for 

reaction j can be obtained by integrating equation 16 with respect 

to the normal distance y 

ncj = v - v - (V ·- V ) 
rls r2s rls r2s constant c. 

]_ 

yre 

f i(~- K~)dy 
0 

RT L r· f. ) +-- s .. ln l,oo l,n,oo 
n.F . 1] ci,ofi,n,o J ]_ 

.-
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t
0 a ln ( f ) L _j_ cj j,n 

j zj ()y 
dy ' 

where 

~ ~ 

(Vrls- Vr2s)constant c. = ~rls 
l. 

~ 
r2s = ll~ h . 

0 IDl.C 

(A-17) 

yre 
1 J = i dy .(A-18) 

K 
00 

0 

Equation 17 can be simplified by neglecting activity coefficients, 

using equation 70-5 of reference 22, 

0 
t. = 

J 

2 
z.u.c. 

J J J 

L: z:u.c. 
l. l. l. 

i 

and the Nernst-Einstein equation, 

as follows: 

ncj 
0 

D. 
l. 

RT u. 
l. 

i(~ - ; )dy + !~ F ~ sij ln (:~ ' 00

) 

oo J 1. 1.,0 

\ z.D. ac. 
!.. _l_.l ___J_ d y 
• K ()y 
J 0 

(A-19) 

(A-20) 

(A-21) 

These approximations are valid for infinitely dilute solutions. 
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When an abundance of supporting electrolyte exists in solution, 

K is approximately equal to K
00 

, and equation 21 simplifies to 

n . CJ 
RT \ l (ci,oo) = F l s· .. n -- . 
nJ. 

1
. l.J c. 

l. '0 . 

(A-22) 

(The last term in equation 21 is negligible in this case because it 

is on the order of I <c. 
00

- c. >II c. .) 
j J, J,O i l.,oo 

Surface Overpotential 

The surface overpotential for reaction j is the potential 

difference between the working electrode and an imaginary reference 

electrode of the same kind as the working electrode placed just 

outside the diffuse double layer with reaction j only equilibrated 

on the imaginary reference electrode, 

= v- v·
1 

. 
r s 

(A-23) 

Since multiple reactions can occur on the working electrode, it is 

convenient to introduce a reference electrode of a given kind so that 

equation 23 becomes 

nsj v - v . - (Vrls - v ) . (A-24) rlg rlg 

or 

nsj = v - <I> u. (A-25) 
0 J,O 

where 

<I> = v (A-26) 
0 rlg 

.·• 
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and 

u. = v - v J ,o rls rlg 
. (A-27) 

The open-circuit potential of rea~tion j relative to a reference 

electrode of a given kind, U. , can be expressed in terms of ,the 
J,O 

relative activity of pertinent species: 

u~ - u8 ·+ _B!_ L s. ln a. 
J re n F . 1,re 1,re re 1 

-RTF L s .. ln a. + ~rec- ~s ' 
n. . 1J 1,0 

J 1 

(A-28) 

where 

FU~ 1 * Ae = 2 11H - RT ln 
J 2 H+ 

- _l_(r 0 I * I ·~) ' skjllk + s£-jll£, + RT s .. ln (A-29) 
nj k Q; i 1J 

and the relative activity of species i is defined according to type: 

species type relative activity 

0 
(A-30) solid, amalgam, solvent a. = A./A. 1 1 1 

gaseous a. = Pi<l>i (A-31) 1 

c. f. 
solute a. = 

1 1,n (A-32) 1 Po 
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The superscripts 

rec and s refer to the solution in the reference electrode compartment 

and the solution of interest, respectively, and the superscripts 

0 * ' 
and e designate a pure species, the ideal-gas secondary 

reference state (see reference 98 and problem 2-14 of reference 22), 

and the infinitely dilute secondary reference state, respectively. 

The subscripts k , ~ , and i used in equation 29 denote solid, 

amalgam, or solvent, gaseous, and dilute species, respectively. 

The expression for used in chapters 1 and 2 can be u. 
J,O 

obtained from the above equations by subtracting the potential 

d1.fferenc·e mrec - ms f b h "d f · 28 h b ~ ~ rom ot s1 es o equat1on , t ere y 

generating an expression for an open-circuit potential corrected 

for any liquid-junction potential which might exist between the 

solution in question and that within the reference electrode 

compartment, and by setting f. = 1 . 
1,n 

Total Overpotential 

The total overpotential for reaction j is the sum of the 

concentration and surface overpotentials: 

(A-33) 

which, ~ccording to equations 17, 18, and 23 can be rewritten as 

-v - v - (<I> r2s r]s 
<I> ) 

r2s (A-34) 

or, since 

... 
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·where 

and 

u. 00 = 
J. 

~ -
~ - ~ rlg r2g 
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-= ~ 
rls 

~ r2s 

n = v - ~ - u. oo 
j 0 J. 

~ 

~ = ~ 
0 rlg 

v - ~ = u~ ue RT L 
r2s r2g J re n.F . 

J 1 

+~I ln + a;rec s. a. n F 1,re 1,re · re i 

sij ln 

-s - ~ 

with a. = a. for solid or amalgam components. 1,oo 1,0 

Finally, an expression for the difference between 

can be obtained from equation 84-3 of reference 22: 

• 

a. 1,oo 

~ 
0 

(A-35) 

(A-36) 

(A-37) 

(A-38) 

and ~ 
0 

~ - ~ 
0 0 

() 

RT t. a 
+-I_J_ 

F . z. · 
J J 

ln (c.f. )l 
()yJ J,n ]dy • (A-39) 

Equation 39 shows that in a well-supported solution there is a 
~ 

negligible difference between ~ 
0 

and ~ 
0 
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Appendix B. Parameter Development and Solution 
Technique for Chapter 1 

Purpose 

This appendix presents a derivation of the parameters in the 

governing equations for the surface concentration and potential 

distributions, as presented in chapter 1, and the solution technique 

used to obtain those distributions. 

Parameters 

The. parameters N , J. , A. , Lm , and V presented in 
J J s m 

chapter 1 can be developed from the governing equations for the 

potential and surface concentration distributions by introducing 

dimensionless par:ameters and variables that arise naturally for this 

problem. The potential in solution and that of the rotating-disk 

electrode can be made dimensionless most simply with F/RT : 

and 

* v FV/RT . 

(B-1) 

(B-2) 

The surface concentration of species i referred to a reference 

concentration for species i is natural and convenient; thus, let 

0 
i ,oo 

c .. /c. f 
~,00 ~,re 

(B-3) 

and 

e. 
~.o 

c. /c. f . 
~.o ~,re 

(B-4) 

-· 
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(One should not use the bulk concentration of species i for this 

purpose, since species i may not exist in the bulk.) The dimensionless 

parameters 

* ci,ref = ci,ref/cR,oo (B-5) 

and 

. (B-6) 

arise naturally from the governing equations if the established 
',,' 

N (d 1 d 1 . b N 10,22) . . d d parameter eve ope ear 1er y ewman 1s 1ntro uce 

into the formulation of the dimensionless governing equ~tions. 

Finally, equation 1-4 suggests the dimensionless radial coordinate 

where 

3 z; = (r/r ) 
0 

First, by using equations 1 and 1-2, equation 1-8 becomes 

r F 
0 

(B-7) 

(B-8) 

(B-9) 

as suggested in chapter 1. Consequently, equation 1-9 can be written as 

1 

B: = [P2n(0)]2 (4n; l)rr J ni;P2n(n)dn 

0 

(B-10) 
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where 

* B FB /RT 
n n 

(B-11) 

and, since M2n(O) = 1 , equation 1-1 reduces to 

(B-12) 

The next step is to equate the expression for the normal 

component of the flux of species i given by equation 1-4 to that 

given by equation 1-7 and to use equation 9: 

s.. * \ _!J_ . 
l. 1. . n. J 
J J 

= ~Df~D(R4/)13/)3 _RFT2_r_o_ [c .. - c. (0) 
ud K

00 
1,oo 1,0 

r 

J 
de. (x) 

1,0 dx ] 

which, by using,equations 3 through 7, can be rewritten as 

* *2/3 [ 
s.. * c. fD. N' 

\ _!J_ . 1,re 1 e e (0) t. 1 · = ---""-''-=r:-'7( ~4 /7-::37") -- - • - - • n J 1,oo 1,0 j j . 

-d:)l/3] 
1 

_ r;l/3 J.dei,o(x) 

dx (<; 
0 

where 

(B-13) 

(B-14) 

.. 
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2 

N' is related to the parameter N (see equation 1-16) :. 

2 
n 

N' = __!!!_ N 

sim 

Let us rewrite equation 14 using N and equations 1-10, 1-11 

(B-15) 

(B-16) 

(recalling that for this case there is a negligible difference between 

IP and IP , since the solution is well supported), and 1-12: 
0 0 

2 l n s.. p . 
__!!!_ L 2J.. J ' II 0 k] 

2 . n. j k k,o 
sRm J J . . 

[
a .F ~ ~ 

exp ~ (V - IP U ) RT o- j,ref 

qk. 
II 0 J exp 
k k,o [ 

a .F 
- _9_ (V- ~ 

RT o 

* *2/3 [ c. fD. N 1.,re 1. 
0 = ~-=-'r (:,.:::.47/ 3:7)- - i , oo - 0. (0) 

l.,o 

1 
1 / 3 f 

d0. (x) 
1:; l.,o 

dx (1;; 
0 

dx ] 
_ x)l/3 

(B-17) 

where U. f is given by equation 1-12 with the surface concentrations J,re 

replaced with reference concentrations, and (according to equation 

1-14) 

J~ 
J 

Fr 
__ o_ i . 
RT K

00 
oj,ref 

SRm 
=- -J. 

nm J 
(B-18) 
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Equation 17, \vhich is solved in the computer program CURDMR 

(to be discussed), can be simplified by moving the ratio f(4/3)J./N 
J 

into the exponential terms and then by collecting and redefining 

parameters: 

SR *2/3 * 
~D . c. f n 1 1,re 

m 

·s .. 
\ 1 ,, = L --=...L exp 
. n. 
J J 

[
0. 00 - 0. (0) 

1, 1,0 

( 
a .F · ) 
_.s:L 

- RT .6.Uj exp [ 
a .F 

- ~ (V- V 
RT m 

qk~ s.. [a .F 
IT 0 J - 'i' __!J_ A. ~ (V - V k,o ~ n. J exp RT m 
k J J 

pk. 
IT 0 J 

k,o ' 
k 

(B-19) 

where equation 19 has been written for convenient comparison to 

equation 1-19 and 

(B-20) 

vm um,ref - a RTF lrr (r(4~3)J ) ' 
em m 

(B-21) 

and 

.6.U. 
J 

u - u -~ ln ( r ( 4 I 3) J.) 
m,ref j,ref a .F N 

CJ 

l ''l' ([' (11 /'3) ,I ) 
+ -'- ln m a F N . 

em 
(B-22) 
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These eXpressions for A. • v • and ~u. are the same as those 
J m J 

given in chapter 1. (Substitute u. f from equation 22 into 
J,re 

equ~tion 17 to verify equation 19.) See chapter 1 for a discussion 

of the parameters A. , , V , and J m , 

The governing equation for ,~ comes from combining equations 
0 

10 arid 12 and using equation 1~10, made dimensionless as before: 

- .. 2 
F~ n oo 

o m N TI ~ 
RT = --2-- f(4/3) 2 n~o 

SRm 

qk, 
rr ek Jp2, <n>n dn . 
k , ,o n 

(B-23) 

The coupled equations 19 and 23 govern the distributions of the 

potential -
~, and the surface concentration of species 

0 

V , a. j, , and 
m a , 

Solution Technique 

i • 0. . 
l.,O 

The surface concentration arid potential distributions can be 
·:" _,·· . . . .. 

approximated by calculated values at a finite number of mesh points, 
' . ·. .· - . . . 

tnp ;these distributions can.then,be used to determine the current 

distribution. , 
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First, since the number of unknowns must equal the number of 

independent governing equations, let us count the number of unknowns. 

-* V , 8. , and ~ are the unknown dependent variables and, since 
1,0 0 

there are nc minor components, there are (nc + l)mp + 1 unknowns. 

The independent governing equations for the unknowns are equations 19, 

of which there are nc , and equation 23. Thus, there are (nc + l)mp 

governing equations; therefore, since the unknowns outnumber the 

governing equations by one, we must set one of the unknowns. For 

convenience,_ the surface concentration of the principal reactant at 

the center of the disk can be set. 

In the program CURDMR, equations 19 and 23 are decoupled and 

solved separately in an iterative manner. The first step is to set 

the concentration of the principal reactant at the center of the 

disk and solve equations 19 for V - ~ (r = 0) 
0 

and the surface 

con~entration of the other minor species at the center of the disk. 

Then, assuming that V - ~ (r = 0) 
0 

applies across the disk, solve 

equations 19 at each mesh point for the surface concentration of the 

minor species from which the current distribution can be obtained 

according to the Butler-Volmer equation (see equation 1-10). 

Equation 10 is then integrated by Gauss-Legendre quadrature to obtain 

a finite number of B's which are used in equation 12 to obtain 

The electrode potential v and, consequently, a new v - ~ 
0 -distribution are then obtained in such a way,that V ~ (r = 0) 

0 

remains fixed. The overall process is repeated for r > 0 until 

convergence is achieved. 

·" 
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Program Discussion 

The program calculates the electrode potential V , the local 

-solution potential g) , and the local surface concentrations 0. 
0 1,0 

which (according to equation 1-10) can then be used to calculate the 

local current density. These distributions are approximated by 

solving the governing equations at LMAX equally spaced mesh points. 

The governing equation for the surface concentration of species 

i · (see equation 17) at mesh point R. for 2 < R. < LMAX can be 

35 written as 

F. = 
1 

where 

*2/3 2 
f(4/3) Di 2 hl/3 n NR s .. m r __!J_ J! 

r;l/3 N * 2 j=l nj J c 3 R, ' s i,ref Rm 

! IT .0kpkj n exp [a . (En + DEC.)] 
k . ,o,~ aJ ~ J 

qk. l II 0 J exp [-a . (En +DEC.) J 
k k,o,R. CJ ~ J 

2 hl/3 

3 r;l/3 
R, 

(0 - 0 ) + 0 i,oo i,o,l i,o,R. 

· - 0 . ·· · b - SUM = 0 , . i,o,l R.-1 

E = F(V - ~ )/RT 
R. o,R. ' 

DEC.= -FU. f/RT , 
J J, re. 

(B-24) 

(B-25) 

(B-26) 

(B-27) 
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b 
2/3 1)2/3 (B-28) 

n 
n - (n 

h = 1/(LMAX- 1) (B-29) 

-sl/3 
I)_ = r9./r

0 
, (B-30) 

SUM= 0 for I)_ 2 , (B-31) 

and 

9.-1 
SUM I 

k=2 
e. a 1,o,k 9.-k 

for 3<9.<LMAX (B-32) 

At the center of the disk (Q, = 1), equation 24 applys with the 

last 3 terms set equal to zero. Once the concentration of the 

principal reactant at the center of the disk e 
R,o,l 

is specified, 

and e 
i,o,l 

for i I R remain to be determined. The subroutine 

CENTER solves equation 24 for these unknowns by multidimensional 

N R h . . 99 ewton- ap son 1terat1on. That is, it is assumed that 

(B-33) 

· dF 
L ax.i ~ 
k 1.<. 0 

(B-34) 

~=~ 

where xk represents an unknown dependent variable and the superscript 

o designates a trial value. Solving a set of equations for nc 

unknowns can be carried out by solving 

.. 



.. 

0 0 

where 

and 

Once 

7 0 

B = = 

d = 

E1 .... and 0. i,o,l 

2 7 
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~ X = d ' (B-35) 

dF0 

1 
dF0 

1 
axl a;c-

nc 

(B-36) 

dF
0 dF0 

____E£ nc 
axl a;;-

nc 

xl 

X = (B-37) 

X nc 

dF
0 

-Fo 1 0 

1 + axl xl 

(B-38) 

dF0 

~Fo + nc o --x 
nc ax nc nc 

are know, the program enter~ the main 

iteration loop, where it is assumed initially that E1 applies at 

each mesh poirtt. The subroutine SURF then solves equation 24 for 

0. for 2 < t< LMAX, again by iteration at each mesh point. 1.,o,t 

The'procedure described in the previous section of this appendix and 

chapter 1 is then carried out until overall convergence is obtained. 
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-Once overall convergence is achieved, ci>. can be predicted 
re 

according to equation 1-1, where M2n(~) is determined by the function 

b FUNM ( M'k . 100) su program see 1 s1.s • 

In addition, the converged potential distribution can be 

compared to that predicted for a uniform current density, which can 

be obtained either from the series solution according to equation 12 

or (as it is in the program) from an expression presented by Nanis 

d K 1 41 d b p· .. 101 an esse man as correcte y I.er1.n1.: 

-
ci> (r) = 

0 

2i · . r 
m,l1.m o 
7T Koo 

(B-39) 

where E is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. 

Program Listing 

The following is a partial list of the symbols used in the 

program: 

AN 

AVG 

C(I,L) 

CB(I) 

CDATA(I) 

CINF(I) 

COND 

CREF(I) 

CSUP 

N 

i /i 1' avg m, 1.m 

e 
i,o,JI. 

ci 
00 

, mole/£ 
' 

c. d , mole/£ 1., ata 

e 
i ,co 

-1 -1 
K

00 
, S1 em 

c. f , mole/£ 1.,re 

concentration of the supporting electrolyte, mole/£ 

.. 



•, 

0 0 

CR¢ 

CUG(I) 

CUR(L) 

CURJ(J,L) 

CURlL 

DEC(J) 

DEL TAP 

DEL TAU 

E(L) 

. IH 

LMAX 

NC 

NMAX 

NR 

RHO 

RNEF 

RIODAT(J) 

RIOREF(J) 

RJ(J) 

RN(J) 

RREF 

SREF 

TCUR 

e R,o,l 

* 

7 u 

iT at X(I) 

* 
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Ci u 

iT ~ through statement number 22 then 
' 

* ij,~ through statement number 22. then 

i 
1

. , A/cm
2 

m, 1.m 

-FU. f/RT J,re 

c (see equation 1-13) 

L\U , V 
s -F(V.- iP 0 )/RT o,;v 

iT ofi 1" ,;v m, l.m 

i. /i . 
J .~ m,l1.m 

1/2 the number of Gauss-Legendre quadrature points 

number of equally spaced mesh points 

number of components 

number of terms in the potential series 

number of reactions 

P g/cm3 
0 ' 

n re 

i . d , A/em OJ, ata 
2 

i . f OJ ,re (

c )y ij 
= i i,ref . 

oj,data ci,data. 

J! 
J 

n. 
J. 

distance of reference electrode to the axis of the 

·disk, em 

s. 1.,re 

total current 2 
I = i 7Tr avg o A 



TCURA 

UTH(J) 

UTHR 

W(I) 

X( I) 

i avg 
e u. ' v 
J 

2 
A/em 

ue 
re ' v 
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Gauss-Legendre weighting factor 

Gauss-Legendre abscissa 

A listing of the program CURDMR , associated subroutines, and 

· input data follows. 
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PROGRAM CUROMRCINPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE1:PUNCH) 
DlMfNSION C14,~01l,El201),~N(31,CINFC3),0EC(3),AlFAC3),ALFC(3), 

1RJC3~, SC3,3),Q(3,3),0(3,3), CIFC3), UTHC3),CB(3) 9 PEF2C3), 
2 ·A A C 2 0 0 t , B B l 2 0 0 t , CUR ( 2 0 1 t , C U R J ( 3 , 2 0 U , CU G ( 4 0 t , X ( 4 0 ) , W ( 4 D ) , P G ( 21 , 
1 40t,PPl21,20U,RC20U ,el40t,PMC40l,AVGJ(3),CUGJ(3,40) tREF1C3t 
1 ,EFFC2GU 
1 tETACC4,201),ETASC4,20U,UJINF'C2) ,CH2l20U,AC201) 
1,IFLAG(2),PHIOC2G1) 
1 , RIOOATC3),~IOREFt3),GAMC3,3t,CREFl3t,COATAC31,PHIINV(201) 
l ,PHIUNIC201) . 

COMMON C,E,RN,CINF,OEC,ALFA,ALFC,RJ,S,Q,O,OIF,AN,NC,NR,C1,LHAX, 
1 CUR,CURJ,CRINF~CREF,AA,EB 

101 FORMAT 16H ERROR,I4t 
1C2 FORMATCIII,2X,•AN=•,E10o3t3X,•CRO=•,E10.3,3X,•CRINF IN MIL=• 

1 ,E1S.4,13X, 4 UTHR V: 4 ,F10.5,5X,•OAMP:•,F10.5,5X,•CREFI M=•tf10~5, 
1 5X, 4 NREF=•,F10olt5X, 4 SREF=•,F10.1,5X, 4 RPM = •,F10.5,15X,•NU=•, 
1 F10o6t5X,•RQ IN C~ = 4 tE10o4t5X,•CONC OF SUP ELECT H = •,F10o5t 
15X,•CON0: 4 ,F10.5,5X,• VM : 4 ,F10.511) 

103 FORMAT (3!4) 
1G4 FORHATC8F8.4,E12.4l 
105 FORHATC2X, 4LMAX= 4 ti3,3X,•N~AX: 4 ,!3,3X,•IH= 4 ti3,1/) 

. 106 FORMATl2X,•NUMfiE~ OF CCMPONENTS~•,I3,3X, 4NUMBER OF REACTIONS=•ti3 
1t32X,•REACTION 1•, SX,•REACTION 2• 
112X,•SPFCIES 4 ~15X,•OIF•,12X,•CB M •,11X,•CREF H•, 6X, 
1 . •COATA M•, 6X~•s•, 4X,•GAM 
1•,ax,•s•,&tx,•GAK•, 
1 /(3X,AG,A6,2X,E14.6,3X,E12.4,GX,2E12o4t5X,2F5.2, 6Xt2F5.2l) 

107 FORMATC 2F15.C,A6,AG,IS~E12.4) . 
106 FORMAT l6E12o9) 
103 FORMATCI,JOX,•PA~A~ETE~•I2X,•REACTION•,12X,•UTH•,8 x,•J• 

1 t10X,•~IOOAT AICM2•, 7X,•ALFA•,&x,•ALFC•,GX,•N•ICI5,12X,F10.5, 
1 E12o4tS X,E12o4t3f10.1)) 

110 FORMAT(7F10.0) 
111 FORMAT CII,8X,•R•,7 x,• E •,7 x,•cuR•,7 x,•CUR1 4 ,G x,•CUR2 4 

1 . ,8 x,•C1•,ex,•cz•,7x,•CH2 IN MIL •,4X,•EFF 4 ,4X,•PHIO•) 
112 FORMATC2X,4F1Q.5,E12o4t F10.5,2E12.4t2F10o5t -
113 FORHAT(I,2X••AVG : 4 ,F10.5, 

1 s·x,•BAVG:•,F10.5, SX,•RAT1: 4 ,F10.5,5 x,•RAT2= 4 tF10.5/5X,•V=• 
1 ,F10.5, SX,•AVG1= 4 ,F10.5,5X,•AVG2=•, 
1 E12o4,2X,•E~FAVG:•,F10~5,SX,•CELLP IN HV:•,F10.4,4X, 
1 4 TCUR IN MA = •,E11.412X,•PHIR£F IN V:•,E10o3t5X,•IMLIH IN A/CM2 
1= 4 tE11.~t5X,•RREF IN CM:•,F1Ge5t5X, 4 DELTAP:•,F10.5,5X,•OELTAU=•• 
1F10.5/2X,•RELOEL=••F10o51 

114 FORMATC2X,•JCOUNT=•,I3/I) 
115 FORMATCII,30X,•B•/(2X,6F10.5)) 
116 FORMATCI/1,8X,•R•,sx~•V-PHI•,sx,•PHI• 

1 ,sx,•ETAC1•,sx,•ETAS1•,sx,•UJINF1• 
1 ,9X,•ETAC2 4 ,9Xt 4 ETAS2 4 ,GX, 4UJINF2•,sx,~PHIUNI•) 

117 FORMAT C2X,3F10o5t~E12o4t2E12o4t2X, F10e5) 
118 FORMAT(2X,2E20.5) 
121 FORHATC1H1) 
122 FORMAT(5F10.0) 
123 FORMAT< E12.4) 

PRINT 121 
READ 103, LMAX~NMAX,IH $ IH~I~•2 
PRINT 105,LHAX,NMAX,IH 
DZ= 1e01CLMAX-1) 
00 1 L=1tlMAX 
z = n-u •oz 
RCLl= Z ••ct.OI3.0) 
ETA= SQRTC1~0-RCL)•K(l)) 



DO 1 N=l,NMAX 
1 PPCN,Ll= PC2•N-2,ETA) 

00 2 N=l,NHAX 
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2 PHCNJ=-C.63661~772~/P(2•N-2,0.0l••2 
IHP1= IH + 1 
READ 108, CXCIJ,I:IHP1,!M) 
READ 108, (WCIJ,I=IHP1,IMl 

.. 00 3~ I =1, I 1'1 
IF CI-IHl 31,31,32 

31 IR= IM - I + 1 
xctl= o.s- o.s•xciRJ 
H(!): WCIRl 
GO TO 33 

32 XCI)= o.s + o.s•xcrl 
33 XX= SQRTC1.0•X(!)••2) 

DO 3~ N=1,NMAX 
34 PG(N,Il= PC2•N-2,XX) 

C1 =1.11984652 
READ103,NC,NR,ICPP 
READ 10 4, C ( S U, J l , GA H CI, J) , I =1 ,NC) , A LFA CJ) , Al~='C C J) tRN C J) ,UTH C J l, 

1 RIODATCJ),J:1,N~l 
READ 10 7, (0 IF (I l , CB ( l) , ~E:F 1 CI l ,REF 2 C 1), IFLA G (!) ,COAT A(!) , I= 1~ NC) 
READ 122,RPH,RNU,P.O,CSUF,RREF 
READ 11C,UTHR,CREFI,RNEF,SREF,OAMP 
c~ INF=cs u, 
UTHR:UTH(1) $ CRCFI=C~INF 
CREFC1l=CRINF $ CREFC2l=CDATAC2J 
RH0=.99707 $ PI=3.141592E54 
F:96~67.$RR=8.3143 $ T=298.1~ $ OF=F/RR/T 
COND=F•OF•(1.0642E·4•CSUF·5.102E·S•CRINF)/1000o 
CRINF2=CRINF••2 $ CSUP2=CSUP••2 
COND=.C11163+o0307~8•C~INF+e42355•CSUP•.045224•CSUP2•e135359 

1 •CRINPCSUP 
IFtlCPPl37,37,3E 

36 RMUCP:,89864+e45948•CRINF+o14068•CSUF+.027576•CSUP2+a092374•CRINF 
1 •CSUP 

RMUP=RMUCP•.01 
SOLDEN=.999+.1~219•CRI~F+.061374•CSUF-.0~03722•CSUP2-.00~S36• 

1 CRINF•CSUP $ RNU=RMUP/SOLOEN 
OIFC1)=5a97E-6+3,2E·6•CRlNF·6.5oE•7•CSUP-3.06f•6•CRINF2•5o65 

1 E-8 4 CSUP2 
37 CONTINUE. 

DO 13 I=1,NC 
13 CINFCil=CBCil/CREFCIJ 

00 14 J=1,NR 
OECCJ):•SREF/RNEF•ALCG CC~EFI/~HO)+OF•CUTHR·UTHCJ)) 
DO 14 I=1,NC 

14 DECCJl=DEC(J)+SCI,Jl/RNCJ)•ALOGCCREF<Il/RHO) 
OECC2l=DECC2l•ALOGCCSUP/RH0) 
00 10 l=1tNC $ 00 10 J:l,NR 
QCI,Jl=O(I,J):Q.O 
IFCSCI,Jl.LToOoOlQC!,J):•SCI,J)•ALFC(J)/RNCJl+GAHC!,J) 

10 IFCSCl~J).GT.O.OtO(I,Jl:SC!,J)•ALFACJ)/RN(J)+GAM(l,J) 
00 6 J=1,NR £ ~IORfF(Jl=1o ~DO 7 I=l~NC 

7 RIOR~FCJl=RIOREF(J)• CCREFCl)/COATACil)••GAM<I,Jl 
IFCJ.EQ.2)R!OREFC2)=RIOREFC2)•(CSUPI1.)••.s 

8 RJCJ)=~IOREF(J)•RO•DF/CC~C•RIOOATCJl 
CK=.51023262 $ O~EGA:Z.•PI•RPM/60. 
DELTA=C3.•DIFl1 l/CK/RNU)••(1e/3o)•SQRTCRNU/OMEGA) 
AN:RNC1)••z•RQ•OIFC1 )•CRINF•CF/SC1,1)••21CONO/OELTA•F/1000a 
QQ:(•RNC1)/S(1,1l •RJC2l/AN/C1l•C·AN•C1/RNC1)/S(1,1) I 

1 RJ(1))••(ALFCC2l/ALFCUll 
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DELTAU:OECC21-0ECC11•ALCGCQQ)/ALFCC2J I DELTAU=DELTAU/OF 
VH:-DECC1J/OF+ALOGC-RNC1}/SC1,1) /C1•RJC1)1ANIIOF/ALFCC1) 

3 READ 123 ,CRO 
lFCCROJit,lt,5 

It STOP 
S JCOUNT= 0 

PRINT 102,AN,CRO,CRINF,UTHR,OAMP,CREFI,RNEF,SREFtRPH,RNU,ROtCSUP, 
1 CONO,VM 

PRINT 106tNC,NR,CREF1Cil,REF2CIJ,OlFCIJ,CBCIJ 1 CREFCl), 
1 COATACIJ,SCit1l, 
1 GAHCI,1),SC1,2J,GAHCI,2J ,I=1tNCJ 

PRINT 109,(J,UTHCJI,RJCJI,~IOOATCJJ,ALFA(J),ALFC(J),RNCJ) 9 J:1 9 NRJ 
CU ,U=CRO 
CALL CENTER 
EX= 2.013.0 
DO 29 L:1,LMAX 
ECLJ:EUJ 
A=FLOAH U 
AACLl= 2.0•A••EX- CA+i.CJ••E~- (A·1.0I••F.x 

29 BBCll= A••Ex - CA•1.0J••EX 
8(1): o.o 

12 BOLO= BC1) 
JCOUNT= JCOUNT + 1 
CALL SURF 
DO 16 I=1,IM 
Li= XCIJ••310Z + 1 . 

1& CUGCil= CURCLII+CCURCLI+1l-CURCLIJ)•CXCIJ••z~RCLIJ••2JICRCLI+1)••2 
1-RCLIJ .. 2) 

V: E U) 
D0.15 N=1tNMAX 
8 ( N) = 0 .0 
DO 21 I=1,IM 

21 BCNJ= BCN) + CUGCI)•X(!)•PG(N,Il•WCI) 
B~Nl=-0.5•BtNI•C4•N-31/PM(N) 

15 V= V + BCNI•PP(N,11 
DO 18 L=2,LMAX 
PHI= V 
00 17 N:1,NMAX 

17 PHI= PHI - BCNI•DP(N,L) 
18 ECLI= ECL) + DAMP•CPHI-ECLII 

JERR= 2 
IF CJCOUNT-1001 19.19,20 

19 IF CABSCBC11-BOL0) - Q,000001•ABSC8(1))) 22,22,12 
2Q PRINT 101, JERR 
22 CONTINUE 

DO 23 L=1,LMAX $ CURCLI=O.O S 00 23 J=1,NR 
CURJCJ,LI=CU~J(J,L)•RNC1)/C1/A~/SC1,11 

23 CURCL):CUR(L)+CURJCJ,L) 
AVG=O.O 
00 35 J=1,NR I AVGJCJI=OeO 
00 30 I=1,IM $ LI:X(I1••310Z+1 
CUGJ(J,II=CURJ(J,LIJ+(CURJCJ,LI+1l-CURJ(J,LIJ)•CX(I)••2-R(ll)••2) 

1 /CRCLI+1J••2-RCLI)••2) 
30 AVGJ(J)=AVGJCJI+XCII•CuGJCJ,I)•Wti) 
35 AVG:AVG+AVGJ(J} 

CUR1L=SC1,1)•CONO•ANIRNC11/0F•C1/RD 
TCUR= AVG•CU~1L•1DO&,•PI•R.0••2 

TCURA=AVG•CUR1L 
00 25 L=1tLHAX $ CH2CLt:CC2,LI•CREF(2)$ACLI:ECLIIOF 
PHIO CLJ=V-ECLI 
PHIINVlLI=PH!O(LI/OF 
1F(L.EQ.LMAXIGOT025 
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R2=R<Ll••2 
PHIUNI<Ll=2.•TCU~A•RO/Pl/CONO•ELINT2<R2l 

2S EFF(Ll=CURJ(1,Ll/CUR(L) 
PHIUNI<LMAXl=2.•TCURA•~OIPI/CCND 
EFFAVG=AVGJ(1)~AVG 

BAVG=Bl1)/0.78S3981634/C1/AN/S(1,1)•RN(1) $ RAT1:CUR(1l/BAVG 
RAT2=(V-E<U l/8(1) 
PHIREF=C. 
IFlRO.GE.RREFlGOT01000 
L=LHAX f. XI=SQRT((RREF/ROl .. 2-1el 5 PHIREF=O• 
DO 6N=1,NMAX 

o PHIREF=FH!REF+a(N)•PP(N~L)•FUt.iM(N,XI) 
1iJ 0() CONTINU~. 

CELLP=-<V-PHIRfFl/OF•1000. 
DO 27 J=1,NR$UJINF(J):0. $00 28 I:1,NC$IFliFLAG(ll.GT.OlGOTO 28 
UJINF(Jl=S<I,Jl•ALOG<CB<Il/RHOl+UJINf(J) 

28 CONTINU~£UJINF(Jl=-UJINF(Jl/RN(J)/0F 

27 UJINF(Jl=UJINF(J)+UTH(Jl•UTHR+SREF/RNEF/OF•ALOG(CREFI/~HOt 
DO 26 J=1,NR 

00 26 L=1tLMAX $ ETAC(J,Ll=O• 
DO 24 I=1,NC 
IFliFLAG<Il.GT.CtGOTO 24 
ETAC(J,Ll=ETAC(J,Ll+S(!,Jl•ALCGlCINF(l)/CII,Lll/DF/RN(J) 

24 CONTINUE" 
26 ~TAS<J,Ll:A(Ll-ETAC(J,Ll-UJINF(J) 

PRINT 111 $ PRINT112,(R(L) ,f(Ll,CUR(L),(CURJ(J,Ll,J=1tNRl,(C(l,Ll 
1 tl=1tNCl,CH2(Ll ,EFF(LJ ,PHIO<Ut L=1tlt1AX) 

PHIREF=PHIREF/DF 
DELTlP=-RN(1l/S(1i1l•RJ•DF/CO~O•ABS<TCURA) 
RELOEL=DELTAP/C1/AN 
PRINT 113, AVG,BAVG,~AT1,RAT2,V, lAVGJ(Jl,J=1,NR),EFFAVG 

1 tCELLF,TCUR,PHIREF, CUR1L ,RREF,OELTAf,OELTAU,RELOEL 
PRINT 114,JCOUI'<T 
PRINT 116$ PRINT 117,<R<Ll,A(L),PHIIN\I(Ll, 

1 <ETAC<J,Ll,ETAS(J,Ll,UJINF(JltJ=1tNR),PHIUNI(Lltl=1,LMAXl 
PRINT 115,tB<Ilti=1tNMAX) 
GO TO 3 $ END 
SUBROUTINE CENTER 
DIMENSION Cl4,,01ltEl2£1l,RN(3),CINF(3),CUR(201),CURJ(3,201), 

1 CREFC3l ,OEC<3l,FFC3l ,888(4,4) t'ALFA(3l,ALFC(3J,RJ(3) ,QQ(Itl, 
1 0(3), S(3,3),Q(3,~),p(3,3), UTH(3J,C8(3J 

COMMON C,E,RN,CINF,OEC,ALFA,ALFC,RJ,S,Q,P,O,AN,NCtNR,C1tLHAX,CURt 
i CURJ,CRINF,CREF 

101 FOPHAT<6H ERROR,IItl 
102 FORMAT<2X,•C3 DID NOT CC~VERGE•) 
109 FORHAT<Sx,•OET£RM=O.G AT L=1•,ISJ 
103 FORMATC3X,•f(1) DID NOT CONVEI\GE•l 

EX:2.13. 
JCOUNT=u 
E ( 1) =-DEC U) 
IFI.9-C<1,1)J25,25,26 

2& PROOE = 1.0 $ DO 15 I=1,NC 
1~ IF(Q(I,1leGT.O.OlPROOE=C<I,1)••a<I,1l•PROOE 

EC1l=-DtC(1J-ALOG<-AN•S(1,1)•C1/RJ(1)/PRODf/RN(1l•<CINF(l)-C(1,1) 
1 l•CR£F(1)1CRINF)/ALFC(1) 

25 CONTINUE 
EOLO=E (1 l 
DO 22 M=1,20 
0023 I=lt1 $ BBB(I,1 l=DeO 
FF(I):-AN•<o<Il/0(1 )J••EX•C1•<CINF(l)•C(I,1ll•CPEF<IJ/CRINF 
0023 J=1,NR S PROOAJ=PROCCJ=1.0 $ 0041 K=1,1 
IF(P(K,Jl.GT.OeOJP~ODAJ=C<K,1)••P(K,J)•PROOAJ 
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4i IFCQCK,Jl.GT.O.O)PROOCJ:C(K,1l••QCK,~t•PROOCJ 
ANOOJ =EXP CALFACJt•<EC1l+OECCJ))) 
CATHJ =EXPC- ALFCCJJ•CEC1l+OECCJ))) 
BBB<It1 J=CSCI,JJ•RJCJJIRNCJJ•CANODJ •PRODAJ•ALFACJ)+ CATHJ • 

1 PROOCJ•ALFCCJ))J•RNC1J••21SC1 ,1)••2 + BBBCI 9 1) 
23 FFCl):FFCIJ+CSCI,JJ•RJCJJIRNCJl•CANOOJ •PROOAJ•CATHJ • 

1 PROOCJ))•RNC1J••21SC1 ,1)••2 
EC1):f{1l-FFC1JIBBBC1,1J 
IFCABSCEOLO-EC1lJ•1,£-&•ABSCEC1)))24,24,22 

22 EOLD=EC1J $ PRINT 103 
21t CONTINUE 

CC2,1):EXPC•CALFAl2J+ALFCC2JJ 4 CEC1)+0ECC2)))••ct.IP(2,2)) 
COLD=CC2.1) $ 00 10 K:1,20 

F31=RNUl .. 21SC1.U .. 2•SC2,2)/RN (2)"'RJC2t•CC2,1)••PC2t2l• 
1 EXPCALFAC2t•tEC1l+OECt2))) 

F31C=-RNC1)"'"'21SC1,1t••z•SC2,2)/RNC2l•RJC2J•EXPC•ALFCC2)• 
1 C t U l +DEC C 2) ) ) 

F32=-AN•C1•CDt2l/D(1Jl••EX•CRfF(2l/CRINF 
F3:F31+F32•CCINFC2l•CC2,1)l+F31C 

F3P=F31•PC2,2J/CC2,1)-F32 $ CC2,1J=CC2,11-F3/F3P 
IFCABSCCOLD-CC2,1JJ-1.E-E•AeSCCC2,1JJl11,11,10 

10 COLD=CC2,1) $ PriiNT 102 
11 COLD=C (2, 1) 

DO 3 I=l,NC $ BBACI,1 ):Q,ti 

FFCIJ=•AN•CDCil/0(1 tt••Ex•ct•CCINFCIJ•CCI,1t)•CREFti)ICRINF 
DO 5 K=2,NC S BBB<I.Kl=O.O . 

S IFCK,EQ.IJBBBCI,Kl=AN•C1•CDCIJIDC1ll••Ex•CREF<Il/CRINF 
DO 3 J=1,NR $ P~ODAJ:PROCCJ=1.0 S DO 1 K=1tNC 
IFCPCK,JJ.GT.O.O)PROOAJ=CCK,1)••PCK 9 J)•PROOAJ 

1 IFCQCK,Jl.GT.O.O)PROOCJ:C(K,1)••Q(K,J)•PRODCJ 
~NOOJ =EXP CALFACJJ•CEC1l+OEC(J))) 
CATHJ =EXPC• ALFCCJJ•CEC1l+OECCJJ)J 
CURJ(J,1)=RJCJl•CANOOJ•PROOAJ•CATHJ•PROOCJJ 
DO 4 K=2,NC 

It BBBCI,Kl=SCI,Jl•RJCJJIRNCJ)•CANOOJ . •PROOAJ•PC~,J)•CATHJ 
· 1 •PROOtJ•QtK,Jl)/CCK,1J•RNC1J••ziSC1 ,1t••2+BBBCI,K) 

BBBU,l l=CSCI,JJ•RJCJl/RNCJt•CANODJ •PRODAJ•ALFACJ)+ CATHJ · • 
1 PRODCJ•ALFCCJ))J•RN(1) 44 2/SC1 ,1)••2 + B3BCI,1 ) 

3 FFCIJ=FF(!)+CSCI,Jl•RJ(J)/~N(J)•(ANOOJ •PROOAJ-CATHJ • 
1 PROOCJJl•RNC1J••Z!SC1 ,1t••2 

00 7 I=1,NC$DOCit=·FFCit+BBBCI,1 )•EC1)$ DO 7 K:2,NC 
7 00U)::i00<I)+88BU,K)•CCI< ,1) 

JCOUNT:JCOUNT+1 
CALL HATINVCNC,1,B9B,OO,DETERM) 
IFCDETERH.EQ.O.OlPRINT 109 
EUl=DDC1 t $ DO 9 I:2,NC 

9 CCI,ll=ODCil $ JERR=1 
IFCJCOUNT•10 )12,12•20 

12 IFCABSCCC2,1l•COLD)·1.E•6•AeSCC(2,1tJ)21,21,11 
20 PRINT 1G1, JERR 
21 CURCll=O.O S 00 2 J:1,NR 

2 CURC1t=CURC1l+CURJCJ,1) 
RETURN ' END 
SUBROUTINE SURF 
DIMENSION CCit,,01l,EC201),RNC3J,CINFC3J,DECC3),ALFAC3),ALFCC3), 

1RJC3), SC3,3),QC3,3),P(3,3) ,AC200l,BC200J,SUMC4l,DC3) ,888(4,4), 
2 OOC4l,FF(3),CURC201l,CU~J(3,201J,CREFC3) 

COMMON C,E.RN,CINF,OEC,ALFA,ALFC,RJ,S,Q,P,O ,AN~NC,NR,C1,NZT1,CUR 
1 ,CURJ,CRINF,CREF,A,e , 

101 FOP.HAT C17HONOT CONVERGE( AT,IItl 
109 FORHATCSX,•DETERM=O.O AT L= •,IS) 
110 FORMAT (5 X, 4 ( 1FE2C e'S)) 

I· 
i 
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EX1=1./3, $ EX=2o/3, $ NZT=NZT1-1 $ COlD=C(2,1J 
DZ=.1o/FLOAT ( NZT) 
DO 2 NZ=2,NZT1 $ L=NZ 
NJ:NZ-1 
Z:FLOATlNZ-1J•oz 
DO 30 I=1,NC 
cu,u=cn,NJJ 

3~ SUHU) =C .o 
IF (NZ .t.E. 2) GO TO 42 
DO 40 I=1,NC $ DO 40 J=3,NZ 
K = NZ - J + 1 

40 SUH(I):SUM(IJ+CCI,J-i)•A(K) 
42 C2=EX•Dz••EX1 t C3= 1o/C1/ANIZ••EX1•C2 

DO 56 N=1t20 
DO 3 I=1tNC 
FFCIJ=-C2•CCINFCIJ-C(J,1))/Z••EX1-SU~(IJ-C(I,1l•BCNJJ+C(I,Lt 
DO 5 K:l;NC S BB3CI,Kl=O.O 

5 IFCK.EQ.IJBBBCI,Kl=l• 
00 3 J=l,NR $ PRODAJ=PROCCJ=i.C $ DO 1 K=1,NC 
IF(P(K,JJ,GT.O.OJP"OOAJ:CCK,Ll••P(K 9 J)•PROOAJ 

1 lF(Q(K,JJ.GT,O.OtPROCCJ:CCK,L)••Q(K,J)•PROOCJ 
ANODJ =EXP CALFA(J)•(Ellt+DEC(J))) 
CA.THJ =EXP(- ALFClJJ•(£(LJ+OECCJ))) 
CURJlJ,Lt=RJ(J)•(ANODJ•P"OOAJ-CATHJ•PROOCJJ 
00 4 K=l,NC 

~ BBBCitKl:S(I,JJ•RJ(JJ/~N(J)•CANOOJ •PROOAJ•P(K,Jl•CATHJ 
1 •PRODCJ•Q(K,J))/C(K,LJ•RN(1)••2tS(1 ,1t••2•C3/(0(IJID(1)J••EX 
1 /CREFCIJ•CRINF+BEBCI,Kl 

3 FF(!J=FFCI)+(S(I,J)•RJ(JJ/RN(J)•(ANOOJ • 0 ROOAJ•CATHJ • 
1 PROOCJtJ•RN(1)••2/Sl1 ,1)••2•C3/(D(Il/Ol1JJ••EX/C~EFlil•CRINF 

00 7 I=1,NC S ODlil:-ffli) S DO 7 K=1tNC 
7 DO<It=DDliJ+88Bli,KJ•C(K,Lt 

CALL HATINV CNC,1,883,CC,OfTE"M) $ IFlDETERM.EQ.C.OtPRINT 109,L 
DO 9 I=1tNC 

9 CU,U=ODCIJ 
IFCABSCCOLD-Cl2,L))•1,E-E•ABSCCl2tll)l60,60,56 

5& COLD=Cl2tU 
PRINT 1£l1,L 

60 CURlLJ=GoO $ 00 2 J=1tNR 
2 CUR(Ll=CURCLJ+CURJCJ,L) 

RETURN $ END 
SUBROUTINE MATINV lN,H,e,O,OETERHt 
DIMENSION BC4,4),0(4,1l,JCOL(4),X(4,1t 
NM1=N•1 $ DETERM=ioO S 00 1 I=1,N S JCOLCIJ=I '00 1 K=1,H 

1 XCI,KJ=Dli,KJ $ DO 6 II=1tNM1 S IP1=II+1 $ BMAX=ABSlBtii,IIJI 
JC=II $ DO 2 J=IP1,N $ IFlABSlBlii,JtJ.LE.BMAXJ GO TO 2 S JC=J 
BMAX=ABS(B(II,J)) 

2 CONTINUf S OETERM:OETE~H•Blii,JCl S IFlOETERM.EQ.O,Ol RETURN 
IFCJC.EQ,IIJ GO TO 4 S JS=JCOLlJC) $ JCOLlJCt=JCOLliiJ 

3 Bli,IIl=SAVE $ O~TERM=-CETERM 
~ 00 6 I=IP1,N $ F:B(I,IIl/BCII,II) S 00 5 J=IP1,N 
5 B<I,Jl=BU,Jt·F•B(II,J) 'DO 6 K=1tM 
& X(l,Kl=XCI,KJ·F•Xlii,Kt $ OETERM=OET£RH•B(N,NJ 

IFCOETERM.EQ.C.Ot RETURN$ 00 7 II=2tN S IR=N•II+2 S IM1=IR•1 
JC=JCOUIR) t DO 1 K=1tM $ F:X(!R,KJ/BUR,IRl f OCJC,Kh=F 
00 7 I=1tiM1 

7 XlitKl:XCI,Kl•BCI,IRl•F $ JC=JCOL(1) $ 00 8 K=1tM 
8 OCJC,KJ=XlltKl/8(1,1) « RETURN t END 

FUNCTIOJI PCN 9 X) 
C CALCULATION OF LEGENDRE FOLYNOHIALS 

Pi= 1.0 
P2= X 

.•. 
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IF CN-11 1,2,3 
1 P: P1 

RETURN 
2 P= P2 

RETURN 
3 NM1: N - 1 

DO ~ NU=1,NH1 
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P:CX•FLOAT C2•NU+1)•P2-FLOAT CNUI•P1)/FLOAT CNU+11 
P1: P2 

\ 4 P2= P 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION FUNHCN,XI) S XI2=XI••z S ADC= 1. S SUH =1• 
PI2=1.57079632679489~~192 
IFCABSCXII.LT.1.1 GO TO 7 $ OC 1 K=1,SOO 
ADO= •ADD•FLCATC2•K+N)•FLOATC2•K+N-1114e/FLOAT(K)/(FLOATCK+NI+~51 

1 /XI2 $ SUM:SUH+AOO 
1 IFCABSCADDI.LT.1.E-9•ABSCSUMIIG0102. 
2 FUNM=SUM/XI••(1+N)/PI2 S IFCN.EQ.OI RETURN$ DO 3 NN=ltN 
3 FUNH:FUNM•FLOATCNNIIFLCATC2•~N+11 $ N2=N12 S IFCN.NE.2•N2JGOT05 

DO 4 NN:1,N2 
4 FUNM=FUNM•FLOATCNN)ICFLCATCNN)-,5) S RETURN 
5 FUNH:FUNM•Pl2 $ IFCN2eEQ,OIRETURN $ 00 6 NN=1,N2 
o FUNM:FUNM•CFLOATCNNI+.51/FLOATCNN) $ RETURN 
7 A2=1. $ N2=N12 ' IFC2•N2.EQ,NIGOTO 9 $ A1:•PI2 

IFCN.EQ.1)GOT011 $ DO 9NN=3,N,2 
8 A1:A1/C1e•1o/FLOATCNN)I••2 $ GOT011 
g A1=•1e/PI2 S IFCNeEQ.OIGOT011 ~DO 10 NN:2,N,2 

10 A1=A1/C1.•1,/FLOATCNNII••z 
11 A1:A1~XI $ FUNM=A2+A1 $ DO 12 K=2t500t2 

A2=-A2•XI2•FLCAT(K•N•2)•FLOATCK+N•11·FLOATCK•K·K) 
A1=·A1•XI2•FLOATCK•N•1)•FLCATCK+NIIFLOATCK•K+K) $ ADD=A2+A1 

FUNM:FUNM+ADD . 
12 IFCABSCAOOI.LT.l.E·9•AESCFUN~)) RETURN$ RETURN$ END 

FUNCTION ELINT2CXK) 
c 
C THIS ROUTINE SOLVSS COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF THE SECOND 
C KIND BY USING CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATIONS. THE ~AXIMAL ERROR 
C IS 2.18E•l3. 
c 

1 

DIMENSION AC81, 8(8) 
DATA( ACI), I=1,8) I 1.(, 4.43147193467733E•01, 

15.&8115681053803~·02, 2,21862206993846£-02, 1e56847700239786E•02t 
21.92284389022977E•02, 1.21819481486695E•C2, 1.55&187~4745296F•03 I 

OATAC BCI), !:1,8 I I C.O, 2.49999998448&55E•01, 
19e37488C62098189~·02, 5,84gS02973661f6E•02, 4,09074821593164E•02, 
22.350916C2564984f•02, 6.~56822473150&0E·u3, 3.78886487349367E•04 I 
X=l~·XK•XK 
SUM1= A(8) 
SUM2= 8(8) 
001 !:1,7 
J = 8-I 
SUM1: x•SUM1+ ~(J) 

SUM2: x•SUM2+ B(J) 
CONTINUE 
ELINT2:SUM1•ALOGCX)•SUM2 
RETURN 
END 

• 
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41 21 20 
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Appendix C. Standard Electrode Potentials 

Purpose 

'This appendix presents expressions and values for standard 

electrode potentials of copper and iron electrode reactions in an 

aqueous, acidic (!Opper chloride solution containing iron and a 

value for the equilibrium constant for the plane reaction (see equation 

2-5). 

Electrode Reactions 

Standard electrode potentials for copper reactions in an aqueou!3 

chloride solution, 

2-Cu + 3Cl- + CuC1
3 

+ e (C-1) 

and 

CuCl~- + CuCl+ + 2Cl- + e (C-2) 

are not tabulated in a convenient reference. Consequently, they 

must be calculated from stability constant data. 

The stability constants needed in this case are those for the 

formation of the complex ions 2- + CuC13 and CuCl · from cuprous, 

cupric, and chlorideions: 

Cu+ + 3Cl - + 2-
+ CuC1 3 (C-3) 

and 

c}+ + c1- + CuCl+ + . (C-4) 
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The stability constant for reaction 3 is 

scuprous = 

a 2-
CuC13 

3 a a 
Cu+ Cl 

and that for reaction 4 is 

The symbol 

s .. cupr1c 

a 
CuCl+ =-..:::..=..::...:::. __ 

a a 
Cu++ Cl 

a. represents the relative activity of species 
l. 

and for dilute solutions is defined by 

a. 
l. 

e A./A. 
l. 1 

(C-5) 

(C-6) 

i 

(C-7) 

where A. is the absolute activity of species i and A~ is a 
l. 1 

quantity used to specify the infinitely dilute solution secondary 

reference state of species i 

The absolute activity of species i in solution can be written 

22 as 

where m. 
l. 

and 

e A. = m.Y.A. 
l. l. 1 l. 

(C-8) 

are the molality and activity coefficient of 

component i , respectively. The absolute activity is also related 

to the electrochemical potential of species i 
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]Ji = RT ln A.i (C-9) 

At equilibrium, the electrochemical potentials of the components 

in reactions 3 and 4 are related: 22 

= l.l 2-
CuC13 

(C-10) ]J + + 3]J 
Cu Cl 

and 

(C-11) 

These equations together with equations 7 and 9 lead to the following 

expressions for the stability constants in terms of the secondary 

reference state quantities: 

8cuprous = (C-12) 

and 

8cupric = (C-13) 

To utilize the above expressions, equations for the standard 

electrode potentials for reactions 1 and 2 in terms of tabulated 

standard electrode potentials must be developed. This can be 

accomplished by considering the following electrochemical cell: 
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cS S' a' 

Pt(s),H2 (g) 2- + HCl,CuC1
3 

, and CuCl in H20 I Cu(s) Pt(s) 

(C-14) 

where the hydrogen reaction, 

(C-15) 

occurs at the left electrode and reactions 1 and 2 occur at the 

right electrode. An expression for the standard electrode potential 

for this cell, when reactions 1 and 15 occur, is (see reference 22 

for a discussion of this technique) 

e 1 * 
FU z- = z ~H + RT ln 

Cu/CuC13 2, 

* 

0 - ~ Cu 
(C-16) 

where F is Faraday's constant, ~H is the chemical potential 
2 

of hydrogen in the ideal gas state, and 0 

~Cu is the chemical potential 

of pure copper. Subtraction of FU
8 + , given as entry 10 in 
Cu/Cu 

table 20-1 of reference 22, 

8 1 * 0 FU =- 11 11 + 2 ~-'H - ~"'Cu 
Cu/Cu 2 ~e ~ Cu+ 

+ RT ln A:+ , (C-17) 

from both sides of equation 16 yields the desired relationship between 

the standard electrode potentials and the cuprous species stability 

constant, 

.. 
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FUe RT ln B · 
Cu/Cu+ cuprous 

(C-18) 

For reactions 2 and 15, 

(C-19) 

and, by using the above mentioned table, 

e e 
FU 2_ + = FU + ++ + RT ln 

CuC1
3 

/CuCl Cu /Cu 
, ( C-20) 

which simplifies to 

FUe . 2- + = FUe + ++ + RT ln (:cupr~us) . 
CuC13 /CuCl Cu /Cu cupr1c 

(C-21) 

To complete consideration of copper electrode reactions in·a chloride 

solution, consider the electrode reaction 

(C-22) 

whose standard electrode potential expression, determined in the 

manner described above, is 
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FUe = .!. J..l * + RT ln 
Cu/CuCl+ 2 H2 

1 0 

- 2 J..lcu • (C-23) 

Comparison of this equation to the sum of equations 16 and 19 reveals 

that 

ue 
+ Cu/CuCl 

~ (ue 2- + ue 2- . +) . 
Cu/CuC1

3 
CuC1 3 /CuCl 

(C-24) 

Similar treatment for reactions involving iron in an aqueous 

chloride solution yields the expressions given in table C-1, which 

can be used to show that 

FUe = FU8 - .!. RT ln S 
Fe/FeCl+ Fe/Fe2+ 2 ferrous 

(C-25) 

and 

FUe 
FeCl+/FeC12+ 

ru8 - RT ln (:ferric ) , (C-26) 
Fe++/Fe+++ ferrous 

where 

, 

sferrous 

and 

sferric = 

a 
FeCl+ 

--=-==--= 
a a 

Fe2+ Cl-

a 
FeC1 2+ 

a a 
Fe3+ Cl-

(C-27) 

(C-28) 
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Table e-1. Standard Electrode Potentials 

Reaction 8 a U ,volt 

1. 
+ 2+ -Feel + Feel + e 1 * 2 ].!H + RT 

2 
0.745 

2. 2- + -eue1 3 + euel + 2e1 + e 1 * z ].!H + RT 
2 

0.438 

3. - + -eu + el + euel + 2e 1 * 2 JlH + RT 
2 

0.3355 

4. - 2- -Cu + 3el + eue13 + e 1 * z JlH + RT 
2 

0.233 

5. Fe + el- + Feel2+ + 3e 1 * 2 ].!H + RT 
2 

-0.0523 

6. - + -Fe + el + Feel + 2e 1 * 2 ].!H + RT 
2 

-0.451 

a At 298.15 K and 1 atmosphere. 
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also, from table C-1, 

(C-29) 

The stability constant data tabulated by Sillen and Marte11
62 

(see table C-2) can be used together with the appropriate expression . 

from above and the necessary standard electrode potential from 

table 20-1 or 20-2 of reference 22 to complete the determination 

of the desired standard electrode potentials, as given in table C-1. 

Equilibrium Constant for the Plane Reaction 

The equilibrium constant .for the plane reaction (see equation 2-5) 

can be written as 

2 

K = 

a a a 
CuCl+ FeCl+ Cl-

a 2-a 2+ 
Cuc1

3 
FeCl 

= (C-30) 

or, according. to table C-1, as 

(C-31) 

which at 298.15 K yields 

5 2 K = 1.55xlO (kg/mol) . (C-32) 
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Table C-2. Stability Constants from Sillen and Marte11
62 

Species Temperature(°C) ln a. 
----:1 

(ln a.) 
1--:avg 

CuC12 

2-
CuC13 

2-
CuC13 

+ CuCl · 

FeCl+ 

FeC12+ 

FeC12+ 

aThis value is 
b The stability 
2- -(CuC13 and CuC12) 

25 

25 

25 

iO 

25 

25 

12.76 

10.89 

11.38 

9.74 

11. 30a 

0.12 

0.829 

1.11 

2.99 

1.40 

0.829 

3.40 

1.40 

from Trainham. 102 

0.12 

0.829 

1.85 

constants for both cuprous species 

are included in the average because of the 

uncertainty in eetablishing which is prominent in solution; 
however, Hurlen64 presents data which support the view that 

2-CuC13 is the prominent species. 
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Appendix D. Solution Technique for Chapter 2 

Purpose 

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss the solution technique 

used to solve the governing equations for the physical phenomena 

modeled in chapter 2. 

Governing Equations 

The physical problem discussed in chapter 2 is modeled as a 

boundary value problem consisting of a set of coupled, nonlinear 

ordinary differential equations with associated boundary conditions. 

The unknowns of the problem are the reaction plane position L 

c.(~) , and ~(~) , where ~ is the dimensionless normal distance 
1 

from the electrode (see equation 2-7). The reaction plane position 

is an unknown constant which, for convenience, can be treated as an 

unknown function of position whose governing equation is 

dL 
dy 

= 0. (D-1) 

This numerical technique is convenient because it enables us to use 

the subroutine BAND listed in Appendix C of reference 22 without 

modification to account for the unknown constant L • Equation 2-6 

is the governing material balance equation for each of the species of 

interest. The electroneutrality condition (see equation 2-9) 

governs the potential distribution (see reference 22). 

The continuous concentration and potential distributions can 

be approximated by a set of values at a finite number of mesh points 

.· 
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nj , and the governing equations approximated at each point by finite-

difference representations. The resulting set of coupled finite-

difference equations can then be solved by the subroutine BAND. 
. . 

It should be noted that since the reaction plane position is 

an unknown, the mesh interval in one of the regions shown in 

figure 2-1 (region 1 in this work) is also unknown; and, consequently, 

the governing equations there must be programmed accordingly. 

Boundary Conditions 

The schematic drawing in figure 1 helps one visualize the structure 

of the governing equations and the boundary conditions that must be 

set. 

Let us first consider the conditions in the bulk solution. 

Since the electrolytic solution considered in chapter 2 consists 6f 

5 elemental species H , 0 , Cu , Fe , and Cl , we must set the 

bulk concentrati6n of 5 species of interest to specify the system. 

There are, however, 6 species of interest in the bulk solution: H+ 

dissolved 
. + 

H
2 

,. CuCl 2+ + FeCl .· , FeCI , and Cl but, since the 

electroneutrality c6ndition must hold,only 4 of the 5 ionic species 

bulk concentrations can be set. Thegoverning equation for the 

potential in solution i~ assumed to be Passion's equation, which can 

be replaced by the electroneutrality condition (see reference 22). 

Tha:t is, a: second order differential equation in· <P and its 

boundary conditions are replaced by an alegebric equation, 

I z.c. 
l. l. 

= 0 • Finally, since only potential differences are significant, 
i 
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Region 
2 

Bulk 
Solution 

o m------------
o ~ D 
D--··-- @] 0 

D----------@] 0 

D rn1 D 
D [§] D 

0------------~rn~--------------~o 
electroneutrality D 

-----@-------

D boundary condition 

governing equation 

Ci=O 
unknown constant equation 

Unknown 

Cuprous 

Cupric 

Ferrous 

Ferric 

Chloride 

H+ 

Potential 

L 

XBL 772-5085 

Figure D-1. A schematic representation of the structure of the 
governing equations and boundary conditions for the 
reaction plane problem. The numbers on the reaction 
plane boundary conditions refer to the conditions 
discussed in the text. 
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the potential ¢ can arbitrarily be set equal to zero in the bulk 

solution. 

For notational convenience, let the species bf interest be 

represented.by numbers: cuprous.-1, cupric -2, ferrous -3, ferric -4, 

+ . 
chloride -5, H -6, and H2 -7. 

··The conditions at the reaction plane are (see figure 1): 

1. The flux of the cuprous species is equal in magnitude but 

opposite in sign to that of the ferric species: 

N~ + ~ = 0 , (D-2) 

where the superscript refers to the region. 

2. The net flux.of elemental copper is continuous: 

0 (D-3) 

3. The net flux of elemental iron is continous: 

. N~ + N~ - ~ = 0 • (D-4) 

4 • . The conc~ntratibn of the ferric species is. set equal to 

zero: 

(D-5) 

:5, Th~ net·flux of elemental chlorine is continuous: 

'·'· 
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0 ' (D-6) 

• .. 
which, by using the copper and iron balance, simplifies to 

0 . (D-7) 

6. The flux of H+ is continuous: 

0 • (D-8) 

7. The flux of dissolved H2 is continuous: 

0 . (D-9) 

9. The concentration of cuprous is zero: 

0 • (D-10) 

Note that the electroneutrality condition, which can be regarded 

as the governing equation for the potential ¢ , applies throughout 

the field. Also, note that setting the concentration of the cuprous 

and the ferric species equal to zero, conditions 9 and 4, provides 

the infinitely large equilibrium constant approximation for the 

reaction at the plane (see equation 2-5). 

The boundary conditions at the electrode consist of setting the 

normal component of the flux of species i equal to its reaction 

rate there, which may be zero, as discussed in chapter 2. 
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Solution Technique 

The boundary value problem used to model the physical phenomena 

considered in chapter2 is solved by Newman's finite-difference 

22 . 
method. Highlights of the application of that technique to the 

present problem as outlined in the previous section of this appendix 

will be sketched in this section. 

Specification of the bulk conditions in a form appropriate for 

Newman's method is simple and straightforward (see Appendix C of 

reference 22). 

In region 2, the nonlinear, governing finite-difference 

equations can be programmed easily but do require linearization, 

which is·a process that can be illustrated by considering F. 
1. 

to 

be a nonlinear function of the unknowns at mesh points j - 1 , j , 

and j + 1 . 

is 

Then, if F. = 0 , a linear expression for the unknowns 
1. 

n j+l 3F. 
I I 1. 

k=l t=j-1 ack,t 

n J"+l 3F 
~F~ + L I i 

k=l .Q.=j-1 ack,t 
0 

ck .Q,=ck .Q, , , 

(D-11) 

where n is ·the number of unknowns and the superscript o designates 

a trial value. The derivatives for unknown k in equation i at 

mesh points j - 1 , j , and j + 1 are the coefficients · A. k l., 

B. , and D. k , respectively, and the right side of equation l is 
l.~k l., G. . 

1 
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The flux conditions at the plane can be implemented simply by 

first forming the difference between the flux of species i in 

2 1 
N. - N. , and then determining A. k 

1 1 1, 
regions 1 and 2, B. k ; D. k 

1' l' 

and G. for this difference. These elements can then be used to 
l 

form the appropriate elements for the flux conditions at the plane. 

For example, consider the copper balance at the plane (see 

equation 3 ) • The elements for this condition are 

A2 k = Al,k + A2 k (D-12) 
' . ' 

B2 k = Bl,k + Bz k (D-13) 
' ' 

D2,k = Dl,k + D2 k (D-14) 
' 

and 

(D-15) 

In other words, the copper balance can be generated by simply adding 

the flux difference expressions for species 1 and 2, since is 

zero. 
. \ 

Next, consider programming the conditions at the plane accurate 

to order h
2 

where h 
' 

is the dimensionless mesh interval. To 

( 

do this, introduce image points in regions 1 and 2: 
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Region 1 Plane Region 2 

,, njl+l ip2 

. , 
ipl njl njl-1 

where ipl , and ip2 refer to the image points in regions 1 and 2 

and njl is the mesh point at which the plane exists. Note that 

the mesh intervals in the two regions are equally spaced but not 

necessarily equal. 

The interior image points require special treatment for the 

BAND subroutine used here. In.essence, at mesh point njl the 

governing transport equations in regions 1 and 2 are programmed 

using their respective image points, electroneutrality is specified, 

and the reaction plane conditions are programmed using the 5 mesh 

points ip2 , nj.l-1 , njl , njl+l , ipl ; also, electroneutrality is 

specified at mesh points ip2 and ipl. The governing equations for 

the unknowns at the 5 mesh points can be written compactly as 

0 AT2 BT2 0 DT2Il c 

r
2

l 
--. -ip2 

AT1I2 0 BTl DTl 0 c· = GTl (D-16) -njl-1 

AFI2 A B D DFil c "1 G 
--n] 

~jl+l 

c. 1 --.J..P 
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However, since BAND cannot handle automatically interior image points, 

the matrices AFI2 and DFil must be made null and ~· ~· ~· and Q modified 

accordingly before calling BAND. This is done by using the elements 

on the diagonals of the upper triangular matrices AT112 and DT2Il as 

pivotal elements to zero the elements of the matrices AFI2 and DFil 

in Gauss elimination fashion. The solution technique then proceeds 

as usual. 

Once new values for the unknowns at each normal, mesh point are 

calculated, the unknowns at the interior image points can be obtained 

from 

[AT~I2 
AT2' c . 1 l - BT2' c .1 } = llJ - = llJ 

DTl' c . 1 l -BTl' c .
1 = 11] + = llJ 

' (D-17) 

where the primes designate the.modified vectors and arrays determined 

as described above. 

Program Listing 

The program PLANE, necessary subroutines, and input data are listed 

on the following pages. 

..• 
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PROGRAM PLANE CINPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE1:PUNCH) 
DIMENSION A(<.),q) ,g(g,cn,c<9,203l ,Q(9,19J,G(CJ), X(9,9t,Y(9,9),U(9), 

1 V ( 20 3) , 0 IF ( 7 l , Z ( i) , S ( 7 ,It) , C H. ( 9) ,Rf F 1 ( 7> , ~£ F 2 ( 7) , C! R ( 7) , 
1 Ql(4l,QAl4,7l,XlP(203l,XI(203),~K(203),0P(203) 

1 ,PC9,203),CIP1(8),CIP2(fl,GT1C9l,GT2(9) 9 AT2C9,9),AF!2(9,9), 
1 AT1I2 (CJ,9), BT1 t:3,9l ,BT2 (9,9) ,DT1 f9 ,g) ,OT2I1 (9,9) ,OFI1 (9,9) 

COMMON A,B,CtOtGtXtYtN,NJ 
TOL=1.f.·6 
N:9 $ NMl=N-1 $ NM2:N•2 $ IC0=1 $ ICU=2 $ IF0=3 $ IFI=4 
ICL=5 $ IHP=6 $ IPH=& $ IL=9 $ IR=ICU $ NR='+ $ Ik2=7 
DO 36 I= 1., NM2 

36 CIRII)=1•0 
100 FORMATI2I4,2F1J.0,3l~) 
101 FDRMATC3F1S.O,A6,Aol 
102 FORMATC2X,•NJ= •,I3,3X,•NJ1= •,I3,3X,•H2= •,F5.4,15X,•REACTION 1• 

1 ,8 x,•REACTION 2•,8 x,•RfACTION 3•,8 x,•REACTION 4•!3X, 
1 •SPECIES•,16X, 
z•u•,e x,•oiF•,11X,•z•,~tx,•s•,12X;•z•,4x,•s• 
1 ,12x,•z•,4x,•s• 
3 /(3X,A6,A6,6X,2E10.3,SX,2F5.1,8 X,2F5.1,8 X,2F5e1t8 X,2F5.1)t 

104 FORMAT(of10.0,F1S.O,F5.0) 
105 FORMATC2X,•SPECIES•,10X,•CINF•,10X,•CZERO•,zox,•AMP•,10X,•HIGR•l 
106 FORMATCSX,•THE NFXT RUN DID NOT CONVERGE•) 
107 FORMATC1HO,SOX,2~14.7/f3X,A6,A6,2E11t.7)) 
108 FORMAT(1H0t 5X,•L = •,E1Ee10,3X,•L CIN CMl=•,E16e10,3X,•ZHAX~•, 

1 E16.10,3X,•ZMAX <If<. CMI=•tE16.10,3X,•RPM=•,E15.6l 
109 FORMAT(3X,•RI01:•,E12.5,3X,•RI02=•,E12.5,3X,•RI03=•tE12e5,3Xt 

1 •E1=•,E12.5,3X,•Ez=•,E12.5,3X•E3=•,E12.5 
1 ,JX,•E =•tE12.5 /3X,•R1A=•,E12.5,3X, 4R2A~•, 

2 E12.5,3X,•R3A: 4 ,f12.5,3X,•R1C=•,E12.5,3X,•R2C:•,E12.5,3X,•R3C=• 
1tE12.5,2X,•TOL=•,E10.4t 

110 FORHATC1H0,3X,• 11=•,E15.6,3X,• I2=•,E1S.6,3X.,• I3= 4 ~E15.6,3X, 
1 •t4=•,E15.& 
1 I 2X,•IT=•,E15.6,3X,•EFF=•,E15.6) 

111 FORMATC3X,•VMFT0=•,£1S.6,3X,•VMPO=•,E15.6,3X,• ILO=•tE15.6,3~, 
U •PTO=•,Et5.6/3X,•RP=•tE15.6,3X,•CRR=•,E15.6,3X,•KAPPA=•,E15.6, 
1 2X,•ALNCRR= 4 tF10.5,2X,•ALNCO=•,F10.5,2Xt 4 ALNCL=•,F1Ce5////) 

112 FORHATC10F8.'+) 
113 FORMATUH1) 
114 FORMATC/2X,•IMAGE POINT lN REGION 1 4 /(2X,6F8e4t2X,E10.~,2X,F8.4)1 
115 FORMAT(/2X,•IMAGE POINT lN REGION 2•!(2X,6F8.4,2X,E10.4,2X,F8.4)) 
797 FORMAT(2X,&F8.4,2X,f10elt,2F8.~) 

798 FORHATl1HO,I4) 
799 FORMATC2X,&F8.4,2X,E10.4,2X,SF8.4,2X,E10.4.) 
800 FORMATC6F7.4,E10.4,3F7e4J 
801 FORMATl2X, E16e10l 

PRINT 113 
READ 101,(U(I),OIFCI),Z(l), 
READ 104,~ CI~<Il,I=1,N~1l 

.REF1 Cl),REF2CI),l:1,NM2l 

00 38 I=1tNM2 ! IFCI.NE.ICLlCINliCLJ=CIN(ICLt+ZCil•CIN(!) 
DO 38 KR=1tNR 

38 SU,KR)=O.O 
SCICU,2)=•1e0$ SCIC0,2): 1.0 
SCICL,2):SliCU,2l•(Z(ICU)·2.l+SCIC0,2) 4 (Z(!COt•1e0) 

SliF0,3l=·1.0 
SCIHP,4J=•1. $ 

SCICO,l)= -1.0 S SliCL,1t=SliC0,1) 4 (ZCIC0)~1.l 

$ SCICL,3t=Slir0,3) 4 (Z(IFJ)·2.0) 
SIIH2,4):C.S 

F= 96487. 
ALFAA1=ALFAA2:ALFAC1=ALFAC2:C.S 
ALFAA3:1.5 $ ALFAC3:0.~ $ ALFAA4=ALFAC4:0.5 
RI01=5.E·3•CIRliCOt••ALFAA1 4 CIRCICLl••(3.•ALFAC1) 
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RIG2=1.f-3•CIRCICOJ••ALFAC2•CI~<ICUl••ALFAA2 4 CIR<ICL)• 4 (2.•ALFAA2l 
Rl03=i.~-3•CIR<IFO)••<o.S•ALFAA3)•CI~<ICLJ••co.s•ALFAC3l 
RI04=5.89E-7 4 CIRCIHPl••ALFAC4 4 CIRCIH2l••<a.s•ALFAA4l 
UlTH-=0.233 $ U2TH=0.43E $ U3TH=-0.451~ U4T~=G• 
T=298.15 t R:8.3143 t FF:F/R/T $ RH3:o99707 
RPM:2500. 
PI-=3.1415926535 
OMEGA:RPM•z.•PI/60. ~ RNU-=.010049 $ ODELT-=.8929795117 
AA=.51023262 
DELTA =lo/ CAA•~NU/3./0IF<IRl)••C1.13.)/ 

1 SQRTCOMEGA/RNU) 
RN1=R-N2=1.0 $ RN3=2. G $ RN4=1. 

12 READ 1QO,NJ,NJ1,H2,E,IPUNC~tiGUESS,IREAD 
IFCNJ1.LQ.OlSTOP 
NOTCON=O 
E1=E+ALOGCCI~CICLl••3tCI~(ICOl/RH0 44 2)/FF- ALOG(l.IRHOl/FF 
E2=E+U1TH-U2TH-ALOG<CI~CICUl 4 CIRCIC~J••ztC!R(!C0)/RHO••zl/FF 

1 - ALOG(lo/RHOl/FF 
E3=E+U1TH-U3TH+0.5 4ALOGCCI~(!Cll/CIR<IF0))/FF-ALCG(l.IRH0)/FF 
E~=E+U1TH-U4TH+ALOGC(C!RCIH2)/f.H0) 44 0.5/CIR(!HP)•RH0)/FF 

1 -ALOG(lo/RHO)/FF 
R1A:RI01/RN1/CIRCICL) 4 •3•EXP(ALFAA1•FF•E1l/F4 100t.•DELTA 
R2A:RI02/RN2/CIRtiCOl 4 EXP(ALFAA2•FF•E2l/F•1000.•0ELTA 
R3A=RI03/RN3/CIRCICLl 4 EXF(ALFAA3•FF•E3l/F 4 1000.•DELTA 
~4A:RI04/RN4/CIR<IH2)••o.5•EXP(ALFAA4•FF4E4)/F 4 1~DO.•OELTA 
R1C=RI01/RN1/CIRCICOl 4 EXFC-ALFAC1 4 FF 4 F1l/F•lOOO.•DELTA 
R2C:RIG2/RN2/CIRCICL) 4 •21CIRCICUl 4 EXP(-ALFAC2 4 FF•E2)/F 4 0ELTA 

1 4 10CO. 
R3C=RI03/RN3/CIR<IFOl 4 EXF<-ALFAC3•FF•E3l/F•lOOO.•DELTA 
R4C=RI04/RN4/CIR<IHP) 4EXFC-ALFAC4 4FF 4 E4)1F•1~QO.•OELTA 
QLP:FLOA T( NJ1-1) 
QNP: FLOAT(NJ-NJ1-1) 

.IF CIREAO.EQ.l)GO TO 61 
C SET UP PROFIL€S 

C(ICL,NJ-1l=CINCICL) 
CRO:(R2A 4 DIFC2)/0IFC1t•CIN(2) 

1 +CIFC2l•CI~(2)/00ELT+OIFC4t 4CIN<4)/00ELTl 
1 /(R2C•C<ICL,NJ-1)••z+~2A 40IFC2l/OIF(1)+0IF(2l/COELT) 

CICOD=DIFCICUJ/DIF<ICO)•(CINCICU)-CRO) 
CIFOD=CINCIFO)+O!F(Ifl)/OIFCIF0) 4 CIN<IFIJ 
CINCIL)=0DELT/Ci.+OIF<IFil 4 CINCIFIJ/OlFCICU)/(CIN<ICUI-C~01) 

DO 40 I=1tN $ DO 40 J:1,NJ 
ItO C<I,J)=CINCI) 

C IMPROVE PROFILES 
DO 1 J:1,NJ 
CCIFI,Jt= CINtiFI)•(1.-EXPCFLCAT(J-NJ1) 4 H2JJ 
CCIFO,J):(C!N(lfO)•(QlP-FLOATCJ-1)J+CIFOO•FLOAT(J-1))/QLP 
IFCJ.Lf.NJ1) GO TO 1 $ CCIFI,Jl=O.O 
C<IFO,Jl=CIFOG 
CCICU,J):CRO+<CIN(ICU)-C~0) 4FLCATCNJ-J-1t/QNP 

CCICO,J):CIC00 4 (FLOAT(J•1)-QLPl/QNP 
1 CONTINUE 

IF <IGUESSeEQ.lJ GO TO 60 
61 !FCIREAO.EQ.1JREAO 800,((PC!,JJ,I=1,Nt,Xl(Jl,J=1tNJ) 

DO 55 I=1,N $ DO 55 J=l,NJ 
55 C(!,J):F(!,J) 
60 CONTINUE 

DO 47 I=1,NM1 $ CIP1(l)=(CCI,NJ1)-C(I,NJ1-1l) +C(I,NJ1) 
lt7 CIP2C!l=CCI,NJ1)+(C(!,NJ1l-CCI,NJ1+1)) 

PRINT 1(2,NJ,NJ1,H2, CREF1(!),~EF2(l),U(Il,OIF<Il,ZCI),$(!,1J,Z(IJ, 
1 SCI,2l,Z(!ltSCI,3J,ZUJ,SU,4J,I=1tNM2J 

PRINT 109,RI01,RI02,RI03,E1,E2tE3,E,R1A,R2AtR3AtR1C,R2C,R3C,TOL 
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00 ~4 I=1,NJ $ OP(ll=OoO 
XIP(ll:C.O $ Xl<!l:O,O 

~4 RK (l J:G. 0 
JCOUNT= 0 
AMP: Q,C 

2 JCOUNT = JCOU~T + 1 
J= 0 
DO 3 !:1 ,N 
00 3 K=ltN 
YU,Kl=C.O 

3 X<!,Kl=GoO 
4 J = J + 1 

00 5 I=1,N $ G(Il=O. 
00 5 K=ltN 
A<I,Kl:O.O 
B(l,Kl=GoO 

$ D<I,KJ:C,O 
lF(J-NJl) 30, 8,31 

''} I!'~ 3 
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30 B<IL,ILJ=1.0 $ OIIL,Ill=-1.0 $GO TO 32 
31 8(IL,ILl=1.0 $ AIIL,Ill=-1.0 
32 CONTINUE: 

C BOUNDARY CONDITION AT INFINITY 
!F(J-1) 6,&,8 

o 00 7 I=l ,NM1 
B<I,Il=t.O 

7 G <I): CHH I l 
CALL BAND(J) 
GO TO 4 

C ELECTRO~EUT~ALITY CO~OITION 
8 00 9 K:1,NM2 
9 B(JPH,K) = ZltO 

IFICIIH2,Jl.LToO.JCIIH2,J)=1oE-10 
IF!C(IFO,Jl • LT. O,Q) CCIFO,J) = 0,00001 
IFIJ-NJ1l10,14,16 

C MATERIAL BALANCE REGICN 2 
10 V(JJ = 3.0•0IF(IR )•( HZ• FLCAT(NJ1-J) + C(IL,NJ1Jl~~2 

00 13 l:l,NM2 $ IF(I.fQ,ICClGCT013 
CONST = ZIIl•U(Il•F/OIFIIl 
!F(NJ1•Jl26,26,27 

26 PP=CONST•!CIP11IPHl-C(!FH,J•1ll/2o $ PPP=CONST•ICIP1(1PH) 
1 +C(!PH,J•1)-2,•C<IPH,J)) $ CP=(C!P1(ll•CII,J•1l)/2, $ GO TO 28 

27 PP = CONST •CCIIPH,J+11-C(IPH,J-1JJ/2,Q . 
PPP: CONST •ICCIPH,J+1l+C(lPH,J-1l-2oO•C(!PH,J)) 
CP = ICII,J+lJ-CII,J·l)J/2.0 

28 ACI,Il= -1.0 + PP/2,0-H2•V(J)/0!F(l)/2o0 
8(!,!): 2.0 -FPP 
0(1,!): -1.0-PP/2,0 + H2•V(J)/0!F(l)/2o0 
8 C I, I U = 6. 0 /0 IF ( 1) •o IF C1 R l •CP • (H2 •F LOA Tl NJ1-J l +C ( IL, J) l •H2 
All,IPHJ = CONST •lCP/2.0-Cl!,J)) 
B(I,IPH) = CONST •z.O•C(I,J) 
OII,IP~J = -CO~ST •lCF/2,0 + CII,Jll 
G(!J = -PPP•CII,Jl - PP•CP +BII,ILJ•CllL,Jl 

lJ CONTINUE 
IFIJ,EQ.NJllGO TO 4q 
BIICC,ICOJ = 1.0 
CALL BANO(J) 
GO TO 4 

C BOUNDA~Y CONDITIONS AT ~EACTION PLANE 
14 00 59 I=1,N 

GT11Il:C, $ GT2t!l=Oo 
00 59 K=1,N 
AT21!,K)=0.~ AFI2CI,Kl=O. $ AT1121I,K):C, $ BT1CI,Kl=O• 
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BT2li,Kl=O. $ OT1li,Kl=O. $ OT2I1CI,KJ:O. 
5q OFI1<I,Kl=O. 

00 48 K:1,NM2 $ OT2I1CIPH,KJ:Z(K) 
48 AT1I2CIPH,KJ=Z(Kl S GO TO 10. 
49 00 SO I=1,NM2 l AT2CI,IJ=A<I,IJIBT2CI,IJ=BCI,IJ 

OT2I1li,IJ=O(I,IJ !BT2CI,ILJ=BCI,ILJ $ ATZli,IPHJ=A<I,IPHJ 
OT2I1CI,IPH):OCI,IPHJ ~ BT2CI,IPHl=Bli 1 IPHl 

50 GT2Cll=G(!J S OT211CICO,IC0l=1• $ GO TO 1& 
51 DO 52 I=1tNM2 S IFCI.EQ.IFIJGC TO 52 

OT1CI,IJ:OCI,Il $ BTlCI,Il=BCI,IJ 
AT112(!,IJ=ACI,IJ S BTl(I,ILl=B(I,ILl 
OT1CI~IPH):0(I,!PHJ t BT1CI,IFHJ:B(I,IPH) $ AT1I2(I,IPHJ=A(I,IPHl 
GT1(I):G(lJ 

52 CONTINUE $ AT1I2CIFI,IFIJ=1. 
DO 15 I=1,NH2 
ACI,Il = OIF<IJ•C(IL, J )/QNP $ OFI1CI,Il=-ACI,IJ 
BCI,IJ=-ZCIJ•F•UCit•(C IIL,J)/QNP •tCIP1CIPH)•CCIPH~J-1J) 

1 •H2•CCCIPH,J+1l•CIP2CIPH})) 
OCI,IJ = OIFliJ•H2 $ AFI2CI,I ):•OCI,I ) 
BCI,Ill=-OIFCIJ /QNP•CCIP1CIJ•CCI,J•1l)-Z(Il•F•U(!) 

1 •C(I,JJ /QNP•CCIP1CIPHJ•CIIPH,J-1)) 
ACI,IP~J=ZCIJ•F•UCIJ•C(l ,J}•CCIL 1 J)/QNP SOFI1CI 1 IPH):•ACI,IPHl 
BCI,IPhl=G• 
OCI,IPHJ:ZCIJ•F•UCIJ•C(l,J)•H2 $AFI2CI,IPHl:•OCI,IPHJ 

15 GCIJ = B(I,ILl•CliL,NJ1l+ACI,IPHJ•CCIPH 1 J•1J+ 
10li,IPHJ•CCIPH,J+1l+Afi2li,IPHJ•CIP2CIPH) +OFI1CI,IPH)•CIP1liPH) 

C EQUATION 2t TOTAL FLUX CF COPPER CONSTANT 
AliCU,ICO): ACICO,ICOJ $ ACICU,IPH):ACICU,IPHl+A(ICO,IPH) 
BliCU,ICO)=BtiCO,ICOt $ AFIZIICU,IPHl=AFl2CICU,IPHJ+AFI2<ICO ,IPHJ 
OCICU,lCOl:DCICO,ICO) f OCICU,IPHJ:OCICU,IPHJ+OCICO,IPH) 
GCICU):G(ICUt+GCICO) $ B<ICU,!LJ:B(ICU,IL)+B(ICO,ILJ 
AFI2CICU,ICOJ=AFI21lCC,ICOl $ OFI1CICU,ICOl=OFI1CICO,ICOl 
DFI1CICU,IPHJ:OFI1CICU,IFHJ+OFI1CICO,IPHl 

C EQUATION 3, TOTAL FLUX CF IRON IS A CO~STANT 
A<IFO,IFI)=ACIFI.IFIJ ~ ACIFO,IPHJ=AIIFO,IPHJ+ACIFI,IPHJ 
B(IFO,IFIJ:B(IFI,IF!l $ A~I2CIFO,IPH):AF!2(IFO,IPHl+AFI21IFI,IPH) 
OCIFO,IFil:OCIFI,IF!l $ Ol!FO,IPH)=OCIFO,IPH)+O(!F!,IPH) 
GCIFO)=GCIFOl+GCIFIJ S B(!FO,ILl=ACIFO,ILl+BIIFI,Ill 
AFI2CIFO,IF!):AFI2CIFI,Ifl) ~ CFI1Cif0 9 IFil:OFI1CIFI,IF!) 
OFI1CIFO,IPHl:OFI1(IFO,IPH)+OFI1CIFI,IPH) 

C TOTAL FLUX OF CHLORINE ATOMS IS CONSTANT 
ECL=ZCIFO)+ZCICUl•ZCIFil-Z(ICCJ 
00 37 K=1tN 
A<ICL,K)= ACICL,K) + ECL•A<ICO,K) 
AFI2CICL,Kl=AFI2CICL,K)+ECL•AFI2CICO,Kl 
B<ICL,K): BCICL,K) + ECL•BCICC,Kl 
DFI1CICL,Kl=OFI1CICL,KJ+ECL•OFI1CICO,K) 

37 DCICL,Kl= DCICL,Kl + ECL•OCICO,KJ 
GCICLl= GC!Cll + ECL•G<ICOI 

C EQUATION 1, REACTION RATE EXPRESSION 
ACICO,IF!)=·A<IFI,IF!l$ACICO,IPHl=A<ICO,IPHJ·ACIFI 9 IPHl 
BCICO,IFil=·BCIF:,IFil 
OCICO,IFI)=•DCIFI,IFil$01ICO,IPHl:O(JCO,IPHl•O(IFI,IPHI 
GCICO)=GCICOl-GCIFl) I 8CICO,ILl=BCICO,ILl·8CIFI,ILl 
DFI1CICO,IFll=•OFI1(IFI,IFll S AFI2CICO,IFit=-AFI2CIFI,IFIJ 
AFI2<ICO,IPH):AFI2CICO,IFHJ•AFI2CIFI,IPH) 

OFI1CICO,IPHl=DFI1CICO,IPHl-OFI1CIFI,IPH) 
C EQUATION 9, CONCENTRATICN OF CUPROUS SP£CIES IS ZERO 
C PIN THE POSITION OF THE THE PLANE IF NECESSARY. 

IFCJCOUNT·OJ23,23,24 
23 BCIL,IL):l.O $ Gllll=CCIL,Jl S GO TO 2? 
24 BCIL,IC0l=1.0 
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25 CONTINUE 
C EQUATION 4, CONCENTRATICN OF FERRIC SPECIES IS ZERO 

ACIFI,IFIJ=O.O $ OCIFI,IfiJ=OwO $ BCIFI,lLJ:O.O S GCIFI)=O.O 
ACIFI,IPHJ=O.O $ DCIFI,IPHJ=G.O $ DFI1CIFI,IFIJ=O• 
DFI1<IFI,IPHJ:O. t AFI2CIFI,IFIJ=0• S AFI2CIFI,IPHJ:Oe 
BUFI,IFU = 1.0 
DO 53 I=!,NM2 $ RAT=AT1I2CIPH,IJ/AT1I2CI,IJ 
AT1I2CIPH,IPHJ:AT1I2CIPH,IPHJ•RAT•AT1I2CI,IPHJ 
CAT=OT2!1CIPH,l)/0T2I1CI,IJ 
DT2I1CIPH,IPHJ=DT2I1CIPH,IPHJ•CAT•DT2I1CI,IPHJ 
GT1CIPHJ=GT1CIPHJ•RAT•GT1CIJ $ GT2CIPHJ=GT2CIPHJ•CAT•GT2CIJ 
DO 53 K=ltN $ 8T1CIPH,KJ=BT1CIPH,KJ•RAT•BT1CI,KJ 
OT1CIPH,KJ:DT1CIPH,KJ•RAT•OT1CI,KJ 
AT2CIPH,KJ=AT2CIPH,KJ•CAT•AT2CI 9 KJ 

53 BT2CIPH,KJ=BT2ClPH,KJ•CAT•BT2CI,KJ 
DO 58 K=1tNM1 S DO 58 I=1tN $ RAT=AFI2CI,KJ/Al1I2CK,KJ 
CAT:OFI1CI,KJ/OT2I1(K,KJ 
GCIJ=GCIJ•RAT•GT1CKJ•CAT•GT2CKJ 
DO 58 l=KtN 
AFI2CI,Ll=AFI2CI,LJ-AT1I2CK,LJ•RAT 
OFI1CI,Ll=DFI1CI,LJ-OT2I1CK,LJ•CAT 
ACitll=ACI,Ll•AT2CK,LJ•CAT $ BCI,LJ=BCI,LJ•BT1CK 9 LJ•RAT•BT2CK,LJ 

1 •CAT 
58 DCI,LJ:OCI,LJ•OT1CK,LJ•"AT 

CALL BAtJO(J) 
GO TO 4 

1& IFCJ.EQ.NJJ GO TO 18 
C MATERIAL B~LANCE REGION 1 

V(JJ=3.0•0IFCIRJ•C(IL,JJ•CCCIL,JJ•FLOATCNJ·J-1J/ONPJ••z 
00 17 I=1tNM2 S IFCI.EQ.IFIJGOT017 
CONST = ZCIJ•UCIJ•FIOIFCIJ 
IFCJ-NJ1J29,29,33 

29 PP:CONST•CCCIPH 9 J+1J-CIP2CIPHJJ/2e $ PPP:CONST•CCCIPH,J+ll 
1 +CIP2CIPHJ-2.•CCIPH,JJ) S CP:(CCI,J+11-CIP2CIJJ/2e S GO TO 45 

33 PP = CONST •CCCIPH,J+1J-CCIPH,J-1))/2.0 
PPP = CO~ST •CCCIPH,J+11+CCIPH,J•1l-2.0•C(IPH,J)) 
CP = CCCI,J+1J•CCI,J-1)JI2.0 

4~ ACI,IJ = -1.0 t PP/2o0 - VCJ)/OIFCIJ/QNP/2.0 
BCI,IJ = 2.0 - PPP 
O(I,IJ = -1.0 • PP/2.0 + VCJ)/0IFCIJ/QNP/2o0 
ACI,IPH) = CONST •tCP/2oO - CCI,JJ) 
BCI,IPHJ = CONST •2.0•Cti,JJ 
OCI,IPHJ = -CO~ST •CCF/2.0 + CC!,J)) 
BCI,ILl=3wO•VCJJ•CF/OIFCIJ/QNP/CCIL.J) 
GCIJ = -PPP•CCI,JJ - PP•CP + BCI,IU•CCIL,J) 

17 CONTINUJ: 
lFCJoEO.NJ1JGO TO 51 
BCIFI,IFII = 1.0 
CALL BANO(JJ 
GO TO 4 

C BOUNDARY CONDITION AT THE ELECTRCOE 
18 DO 19 I = 1,NM2 

CP=DIFCI)•CCCI,J)•CCI,J•2))/2.1CCIL,J•1)•QNP 
PP = Z(!)•UCIJ•F•(CCIPH,~JJ•CCIPH,NJ•2))12.0/CCIL,JJ•QNP 
YCI,IJ=-OIF(lJ/2.0/CCIL,JJ•QNP 
ACI,IJ = PP 
BCI,I)=·YCI,I) 
YCI,IPHJ=•ZCIJ•UCI)•CCI,J•1J•FI2w/CCIL,JJ•QNP 
BCI,IPH) = ·YCI,!PH) 
BCI,ILl=·PP•CCI,J•1J/CCIL,J)·CP/CCILtJl 

19 GCI)=•CP 
00 3S K=ltNR$ QICKJ:D.O $ 00 35 I=1,NM2 
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QAC1,1)=•R1C 1 QIC1J:QAC1,SJ•CCS,J•1)/1o5 
QAC2,21=-R2C•CCICL,J·1J••2 $ QAC2,11=R2A 
QAC2,51=2.•QAC2,2J•CC2,J•1)/CCICL,J-1) 
QIC2J:QtC2,S)•CCICL,J-1) 
R3T=1.1C1.-R3A•ccs,J-1)/CR1A•ccs,J-1J••3-R1C•ccl,J-1lll 
R3TT=1o/CR1A•ccs,J-1l••3-R1C•CC1,J-1)) 
QAC3,3)=-R3C•R3T 
QAC3,1)=-R3C 4 CC3,J-11 4 R3T••z•R3A•CC5 ,J-1)•R3TT••2•R1C 
QAC3,5l= R3C•CC3,J·1~•R3T••z•CR3A•CCS,J•ll•R3TT••z•3. 4R1A 

1 4 CCS,J•1)••2-R3A•R3TTl . 
QIC31= ·QA(3,1)•CC1,J-1)•QAC3,S)•C(5,J-11 
IFCA8SCSCIH2,4)) oLToo41GCTOS7 
QAC4,IH2l=R4A•0.5/CCIH2,J-1J••o.~ $ QAC4,IHPI=-R4C 
QIC4J=-R4A•o.s•cciH2,J-11••o.s 

57 CONTINUE 
DO 34 I=l,NM2 $ DO 34 K=1,NR$ GJII=Gtli+SCI,K)•Ql(K) 
DO 34 I!=1,NH2 

34 ACI,III=ACI,IIJ+SCI,KJ•Q~CK,III 
CALL BANO(J) 
DO 54 I=1,NM1 $ DO 54 K=l,N 
GT2CIJ=GT2CIJ•AT2CI,Kl•CCK,NJ1·11-BT2CI,KI•C(K,NJ1) 

54 GT1CII=GT1CII-DT1CI,Kl•CCK,NJ1+11-BT1CI,KJ•CCK,NJ1) 
00 5& II:2,NM1 $ I~=NH1-II+2 f IMl=IR-1 
RATl1=GT2CIRI/OT2I1CIR,I~I$CIF1CI~I=RATI1 
RATI2=GT1CIRI/AT1I2CIR,IR) $ CIP2CIRI=RATI2 $DO 5& I=1tiH1 

GT2CI):GT2CII-OT2I1CI,IR)•RATI1 
5& GT1CII=GT1Cll-AT1I2CI,IRI•RATI2 $CIP1C11=GT2C1)/0T2I1C1,1) 

CIP2C11=GT1C1l/AT1I2C1,1) 
ZHAX:H2•FLOATCNJ1•1)+CCIL,NJ) 
DO 39 J=1,NJ $X!P(Jl=H2•FLOATCJ-11 
IFCJ.GE~NJ1)X!P(J):C(IL,NJ1)/QNP 4FLOATCJ·NJ1l+H2•FLOATCNJ1-1t 

39 Xl(JJ=ZMAX-XIPCJ) 
DO 43 J:l,NJ 
IFCJ.EOoloOR.J.EOoNJlGO TO 43 
SUMKC=O.O $ 00 42 I=1tNH2 

42 SUMKC=SUHKC+ZCI)••2•Utii•CC!,J) $ RKCJI=SUMKC•F••211000o 
SUMOP=OoO 
DO 41 l:1,NM2 
DC= CCCI,J+1)-CCI,J•1JJI2.01H2 
IFCJ.EQ.NJ1)DC:CCti,J+1)•CCI,J))/CliL,Jl•QNP 
IFCJ.GT.NJ1JOC:OC•H2/C(IL,NJ1)•QNP 

41 SUMOP=SUMOP+ZCit•OIFCIJ•OC $ CPCJJ= F/RK(J)•SUMOP /1000o/OELTA 
43 CONTINUE 

AMPO = AMP 
CRO=CCIR,NJ-1) 
AMP= CZCIR 14 UCIR J•F•C~O•CCCIPH,NJ-21 - CCIPH,NJJ)+ 

lDIFtiR ) 4 CCCIR ,NJ-2) - C(IR ,NJ)))•ONP/CCIL,NJ1)12o0/ 
1CCINCIR J-CROJ/DIFCiw J 

IFC ABSCAMP-AMPOJ - TOL • ABSCAMPJ) 22,22,20 
20 IFCJCOUNT-20)2,2,21 
21 PRINT 106 

NOTCON=1 
22 PRINT 798,JCOUNT 

PRINT 1C5 
EMIGR = AHP/1o1198 
AMP=EMIGR 4 C1o-CRO/CINCIRJ) 
PRINT 107,AMP,f.MIGR, CREF1CIJ,~EF2(I),C(!,1J,CCt,NJ•1),I:1,NM2) 
ZHAX=H2•FLOATCNJ1-1J+CCIL,NJ) 
RL:CCIL,NJ1) 4 0ELTA $ 2ZMAX=ZMAX•OELTA 
PRINT 108,CCIL,NJ1J 9 RL,ZMAX,ZZMAX,RPM 
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IFCNOTCON.EQ.1)GOT012 
RILO:RN2•F•OIFCIR)•CI~Cl~)ISCIR,2l1DELTAIDOELT/1COO. 
R1=CR1A•CCICL,NJ-1J••3-R1C•CCICO,NJ-1)J/RILO•RN1•F/1000o/OELTA 
IFCABSCS (!CQ,l)) oLT.0.5J~1=0oO 
R2:CR2A•CCICO,NJ-1J-R2C•CCICL,NJ-1>••z•CliCU,NJ•1))/RILO•RN2•f 

1 /1000o1DELTA 
R3~-R3C•CC3,NJ-1J•R3T/RILO•RN3•F/1000o/DCLTA 
IFCABSCSCIFQ,3lloLToOo5)R3=0.0 
R4=CR4A•CCIH2,NJ-1J••o.5-R4C•CCIHP,NJ~1))/RI~O•RN4•FI1000o/OFLTA 
IFCABSCSCIH2,4Jl.LToOo4JR4=0• 
RIT=R1+R2+R3+R4 I EFF=R 1/RIT•100. 
SUM=Ool' 
DO 11 I=1,NM2 

11 SUM=SUM+ZCil .. 2•U(!>•cn;<Il · 
RKAPPA:F••2•SUM/10~0. 

PTO:RIT•RILD•ZMAX•OELTAIRKAPP~ 
UNTH=0.2&76 $ VMPO=E·UNT~+U1TH $ VMPTO=VMPO+CCIPH,NJ-1J•PTO 
CRR=CRO/CIN ( IRJ 
RP=-F•OIFCICO)•CCCCICO,~J1+1l-CCICO,NJ1lt/CCIL,NJ1l•QNPJ /RILO 
PRINT 110,R1,R2,R3,R4,RIT,EFF 
ALNCRR=ALOGCCRR> $ ALNCC=ALOGCCCICO,NJ•1JICINCICUlJ 
ALNCL=~LOGCCCICL,NJ-1)/CINCICL)) 
PRI~T 111, VMPTOtVMPO,RILO,PTO,RP,CR~,RKAPPA,ALNCRR,ALNCO,ALNCL 
PUNCH 112,VMPTO,VMPQ,RIT,Rl,R2,EFF,Clllt1ltALNCL,ALNCRR,ALNCO 
IFCIPUNCH~GT.OJPUNCH 800,((CCI,JJ,I=1tNl,X!CJl,J=1,NJt 
00 4& I=1tN $ DC 46 J=1,NJ 

4o PCI,J>=CCI,JJ 
GO TO 1 (; 
END 
SUBROUTINE BAND(J) 
0 I HENS I 0 N A ( 9 , 9 > , B C 9 t 9 ) , C ( 9 , 2 0 3 > , 0 ( 9 , 19 t , G ( 9 J , X ( 9 , 9 ) , Y C 9, 9 ) , 

1 EC9 9 10,203t 
COMMON A;s,c,c,G,x,Y,N,~J 

101 FORMAT (15HOOETERM=O AT J=,I4J 
IF (J-2> 1,6,8 

1 NP1: N + 1 
00 2 I=1,N 
on,2•N+1>= GU> 
00 2 L=ltN 
LPN= L + N 

2 OCI,LPN): XCI,Ll 
CALL MATINV (N,2•N+1,DETERMJ 
I F C 0 E T E RM > 4 , 3 • 4 

3 PRINT 101, J 
4 00 5 K=1tN 

E(K,NP1,1l= 0(K,2•N+1) 
00 5 l=1tN 
ECK,L,1): - OCK,L) 
LPN~ L + N 

5 X(K,LJ= - O(K,LPNl 
RETURN 

6 00 7 I=1,N 
DO 7 K=1tN 
00 7 l=1tN 

7 OCI,KJ= OU,KJ + ACI,U•>(L,K) 
8 IF (J-NJJ 11,9,9 
9 00 10 1=1tN 

DO 10 L=1,N 
GCI)~ GCI) - YCI,L)•ECL,~P1,J•2J 
DO 10 M::1,N 

10 A(I,LJ= ACI,Lt + YCI,Mt•E(M,L,J-2) 
11 00 12 I=1,N 
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D(I,NP11= OCI,"Pll + ACI,U•ECL,NP1,J-U 
DO 12 K=1tN 

12 O(!,KI= 3CI,KI + ACI,LI•E(L,K,J-11 
CALL MATINV CN,NP1 ,OETERMI 
IF IOETERMI 14,13,14 

13 Pf;!NT 1C1, J 
1/.t DO 15 K=1,N 

00 1S M =1,NP1 
15 EIK,M,JI=- DIK,MI 

IF IJ-NJI 20,16,16 
16 DO 17 K=1tN 
17 CIK,JI= EIK,NP1,JI 

DO 18 JJ=2,NJ 
H= NJ - JJ + 1 
DO 18 K=1vN 
CCK,H): EIK,NP1,MI 
DO 18 L=t,N 

18 CCK,Mt= CIK,HI + EIK,L,MI•CILtH+1) 
DO 19 L=1,N 
DO 19 K =1,N 

19 CIK,11= CCK,11 + XI~,LI 4 CCL,3) 
20 RETURN 

END 
SUBROUTINE MATINVtN,M,DElERMI $ COMMON A,a,c,o 
DIMENSION AC9,91,8(9,91,CI9;2031,DI9t191,JCOL(91,X(9,191 
NM1=N-1 $ DETERM=1.0 $GO 1 I=1,N t JCOLIII=I $ 00 1 K=1,M 

1 XCI,KI=DII,KI $ DO 6 II:l,NM1 $ IP1=II+1 i BMAX:ABSIBIII,I!l) 
JC=II ~ DO 2 J:IP1,N 5 lFIAeSIBIII,JlleLEeBMAXl GO TO 2 $ JC=J 
BHAX=ABSCBII!,J)I 

2 CONTINU~ $ OETERH=OETERM•B<II,JCI $ IFIDETERM.EQ.O.OI RETURN 
IFIJCeEO.III GO TO 4 $ JS=JCOLIJC) $ JCOLCJCI=JCOLIIII 
JCOLIIII=JS $ DO 3 l=1tN $ SAVE=B(l,JCI $ BIItJCI=BII,III 

3 BII,III=SAVE $ OETERM=-CETERH 
4 DO 6 I=IP1,N $ F:B(I,III/B(II,III $ CO 5 J=IP1,N 
5 Bll,JI=Bil,Jl-F•BUI,JI ! DO 6 K:1,M 
5 XCI,KI=XII,KI-F•Xt!I,KI f DETERM:OETERM•BCN,NI 

IFIOETERH.EQ.O.OI RETURN $ 00 7 II=2tN $ IR=N-!1+2 $ IM1:IR-1 
JC=JCOLIIRI $DO 7 K=1,M $ F=XIIR,Kl/BIIR,IRI $ CIJC,KI=F 
DO 7 !:1,IM1 , 

7 X(!,KI=X(I,KI-B(!,IPI•F $ JC=JC0l(1J $ DO 8 K=1,M 
8 OIJC,KI=XC1,KI/8(1,1) t RETURN I END 
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Notation 

a 0.51023262 (see reference 44) 

a. 
1 

e 
a. 

1 

8 
a. 
1,n 

B 
n 

c. 
1 

c. 
1,0 

c. f 1,re 

D. 
1 

f. 
1 

f. 
1,n 

F 

h 

i. 
avg 

i 1. rn, 1m 

relative activity of species i 

property expressing secondary reference state of species i, 
9-/rnol 

property expressing secondary reference state of species i 
relative to ionic species n (see equation A-15) 

coefficient in the expansion for the potential, V 

3 concentration of species i, mol/em 

local surface concentration of species 3 i, mol/em 

reference concentration of species i, ~ol/crn3 

3 bulk concentration of species i, mol/em 

diffusion coefficient of species i, crn
2
/s 

molar activity coefficient of species i 

molar activity coefficient of species i relative to the 
ionic species n (see equation A-14) 

Faraday's constant, 96,487 C/rnol 

dimensionless mesh size 

2 average current density, A/ern 

local current density due to reaction j, A/crn
2 

limiting current density due to diffusion (see equation 2-18), 
A/crn2 

2 limiting current density for the main reaction, A/ern 

i . f reference exchange current density, A/cm
2 

OJ ,re 

iT total local electrode current density, A/crn
2 

I total current, A 

J. dimensionless exchange current density 
J 

r 
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dimensionless exchange current density (see equation B-18) 

2 
equilibrium constant for reaction 2-5, (kg/mol) 

position of the reaction plane, em 

symbol for the chemical formula of species i 

Legendre function of imaginary argument 

number of electrons transferred in reaction j 

dimensionless limiting current density 

dimensionless limiting current density (see equation B-15) 

normal component of the·flux of species 'i, mol/cm
2
-s 

total pressure times mole fraction of component i in the 
vapor phase, atm 

anodic reaction order 

Legendre polynomial of order 2n 

cathodic reaction order 

radial coordinate, em 

electrode radius, em 

universal gas constant, 8.3143 J/mol-K 

stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction j 

transference number of species i with respect to the velocity 
of species o 

absolute temperature, K 

mobility of species i, cm
2
-mol/J-s 

theoretical open-circuit potential for reaction j at the 
composition prevailing locally at the electrode surface, 
relative to a reference electrode of a given kind, V 

theoretical open-circuit potential evaluated for reference 
COIH't 'II I ra I i OilS, V 

standard electrode potential for reaction j, V 

parameter characteristic of the cathodic part of reaction j 
relative to a main reaction, V 
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v potential of the rotating-disk electrode, V 

v 
m 

electrode potential characteristic of the limiting-current 
plateau for the main reaction, V 

X dummy integration variable, em 

y axial coordinate, em 

z axial coordinate, em 

z. charge number of species i 
~ 

a . anodic transfer coefficient for reaction j 
aJ 

a . cathodic transfer coefficient for reaction j 
CJ 

yij exponent in composition dependence of exchange current density 

f(4/3) 0.89298., the gamma function of 4/3 

nj 

n . 
C] 

nsj 

0 
i 

K 

K 
00 

A. 
~ 

0 A. 
~ 

dimensionless radial coordinate (see equation B-7) 

dimensionless average current density (see equation 1-13) 

diffusion-layer thickness, em (see equation 2-8) 

diffusion-layer thickness, em (see equation 1-5) 

rotational elliptic coordinate 

local total overpotential for reaction j, V 

local concentration overpotential for reaction j, V 

local surface overpotential for reaction j, V 

dimensionless concentration of species i 

. -1 -1 
solution conductivity, ohm -em 

b lk 1 . d . . h -1 -1 u so ut~on con uct~v~ty, o m - em 

absolute activity of species i 

property expressing secondary reference state, kg/mol 

~i electrochemical potential of species i, J/mol 
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V kinematic viscosity of the solution, cm
2
/s 

t;, dimensionless axial coordinate (see equation 2-7) 

rotational elliptic coordinate 

P
0 

pure solvent density, kg/cm
3 

<I> 
0 

-
<I> 

0 

fugacity coefficient of gaseous species i 

potential in solution within the diffusion layer, V 

local solution potential adjacent to electrode surface, V 

potential in the solution outside the diffusion layer, V 
I 

local potential in the bulk solution extrapolated to the 
electrode surface, V 

rotation speed of the disk, rad/s 

superscripts 

o pure species or trial value 

* ideal-gas secondary reference state 

8 secondary reference state at infinite dilution 

subscripts 

o at the electrode surface 

m main reaction 

re reference electrode 

R principal reactant 

s side reaction 

oo bulk solution 
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